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STANDBY YOUR MAN, Tammy Wynette

3

1

2

Epic
Rak
Epic

OH BOY, Mud

1

LOVING YOU, Minnie Riperton
4
Magnet
HURT SO GOOD, Susan Cadogan
5
6 LET ME TRY AGAIN, Tammy Jones
CBS
6 12 I WANNA DANCE WIT CHOO, Discothex & The Sex -O-Lens
Chelsea
7
14
ONLY YESTERDAY, Carpenters
A&M
8
5 HONEY, Bobby Goldsboro
UA
9
7 THE NIGHT, Frankie Valli Et The Four Seasons
Mowest
10 13 LOVE LIKE YOU &ME, Gary Glitter
Beg'
11
22 THE WAY WE WERE, Gladys Knight & The Pips
Buddek
12 36 SING BABY SING, Stylistics
Avco
13 10 A LITTLE LOVE & UNDERSTANDING, Gilbert Becaud
Decca
14
THANKS FOR THE MEMORY, Slade
Polydor
15
9 TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF, Three Degrees
Philadelphia'
16 27
DON'T DO IT BABY, Mac & Katie Kissoon
t 0.
Polydor
17 17 WE'LL FIND OUR DAY, Stephanie De Sykes
Bradley's
18 11
THE TEARS I CRIED, Glitter Band Bell
19
i8
BYE BYE BABY, Bay City Rollers
Bell
3

2
4

-

20
21

22
23
24

25
26`
27
28

29
30
31

32
33
34
35
36

37
38
39
40
41

42
43

44
45
46
47
48
49
50

LIFE IS A'MINESTRONE, 10CC

15
40
38

ISRAELITES, Desmond Dekker
AUTOBAHN, Kraftwerk
'
35 WOMBLING WHITE TIE Et TAILS, Wombles
19 DING-A-DONG, Teach-In
28 ONCE BITTEN TWICE SHY, Ian Hunter
16 LOVE ME LOVE MY DOG, Peter Shelley
20 HOLD ON TO LOVE, Peter Skellem
WHISPERING GRASS, Windsor Davies / Don Estelle
33 I GET THE SWEETEST FEELING /HIGHER HIGHER,
Jackie Wilson
50 IMAGINE ME, IMAGINE YOU, Fox
25 WHERE IS THE LOVE, Betty Wright
37 STAND BY ME, John Lennon
PAPA DOH MOW MOW, Sharonettes
26
30 SAVE ME, Silver Convention
44 SWING LOW SWEET CHARIOT, Eric Clapton
42
I'M GONNA RUN AWAY FROM YOU, Tami Lynn
ROLL OVER LAY DOWN, Status Quo
23 SORRY DOESN'T ALWAYS MAKE IT RIGHT, Diana Ross
SEND IN THE CLOWNS, Judy Collins
18 SWING YOUR DADDY, Jim Gilstrap
2f FOX ON THE RUN, Sweet
34 THE FUNKY GIBBON, Goodies.
39 HASTA LA VISTA, Sylvia
24 GET DOWN TONIGHT, KC Et The Sunshine Band
32 LADY MARMALADE, Labelle
IN THE SNOW, Wigans Ovation
.4 SKIINGI GO
AGAIN, Guys & Dolls
HERE
31 I'M FOREVER BLOWING BUBBLES
West Ham United 1st Team Squad
41
CUT THE CAKE, Average White Band
THREE STEPS TO HEAVEN, Showaddywaddy

-
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DONT LOVE YOU (Like
Orlando& Dawn
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2
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11

7

12
13
14

13

IA
17

lS

18

16
17

23

19
20

20
21
19
9

I

Elektra
ABC/Dot
THE NF XT TEARDROP FALLS-Freddy Fender
A& M
JACKIE BLUE-Ozark Mounbin Daredevils
ColAl
SHINING STAR-EaAh, Wind& Fire
M
ONLY YESTERDAY-Carpenters
Notary
WALKING IN RH ETNA -BlWkbyrda
RCA
THANK GOD I'M A COUNTRY BOY-John Denver
Anchor
HOW LONG-A
Paul Anka
United Artists
I DONT LIKE TO SLEEP ALONE-

CUTTHECAKE r-AverageWhite8and

24

12

25
26

15
30
27

28

29

31
32

30

33

31

32

36
39

33
34
35

40
34
41

36

55

37
31

44

39

47

43

48

41

LOVECaptab
WILL
TN ER
The Caybbi&
EASE
EROAD -Consumer Rapport
DOWN THE
TNEEMBER
lay TRY TO
RWANT
OhioKNO
ene Plpa
45OODT TO BE FREE Ohio Players
0000 LOVIN'GONE BAD-Bad Cernpan
28 YOUNG AMERICANS
David Bowie
Y
29

42

43
45
46
47
48
49

RSO

Contempo
Vertigo
Tamla Motown
Elektra
Chelsea
RCA

26

43

--

THE IMMIGRANT -Ned Sedalia
IN NOT USA -JessiColter
IT'SA MIR /CIE -Barry Maniloe,
Sammy John.
CHEVY VAN
Alice Cooper
ONLY WOMEN

--

23

30
31

32
33
34
34
35
35
37
38
39
40
42
43
45
46
47
48
49
50
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41

33

TOMMY, Soundtrack
THE SNOW GOOSE, Camel
CANT GET ENOUGH, Barry White

Atlantic
Rocket
Capitol
Arista

EMI

Soon&
GET DOWN. GET DOWN (Get On The Floor)-Joe Simon
RCA
LAST FAREWELL-Roger Whittaker
Gordy
SHAKEY GROUND -Temphbons
ILL PLAY FOR YOU Clear Bie Bend)- Seals & Crofts Warner Bid.
TAKE NE IN YOUR ARMS (Rock Mel- Doobie Brothers Warner Bros.
AL H
BLOODY WELL RIGHT- Supertramp
TRAMPLED UNDERFOOT-Lad
Swan
B
I WANNA DANCE WIT' Lrtte, (Dew
al
Diva7o& The
IAATIT Gel
Chelsea
REMEMBER WHAT (TOLD YOU TO FORGET /MY SHIP

I

2
3

2

-

Gprbl

Wmg And A

At M
Payer

adCMercury
AUTOBAHN-erk
I
Bi dah

Swan

RCA

BarnaHi
NN

EpKi

CBS
Capitol

35

RJNGODDE SS

42

STEPPING INTO TOMORROW Donald Byrd
BLOOD ON THE TRACKS Bop

4

Bureau / Music Week
US chart supplied by Billboard

6

7

6

5

13
14
15

17

THIS WEEK'S
CHARTS
BECUASE of the free record we're
giving away with this week's Record
Mirror
the first of three such records
we are unable to print this week's
BBC singles chart and the new
American charts. We are able, however,
to bring you the top British albums. We
hope you agree with us that the free
record makes the delay worthwhile, and
chart compilers will be able to catch up
on their figures next week.

Polydor
Dacca
20th Century

26

Supplied by British Market Research

-

AEIM
20th Century

HAT'S THE WAY OF THE WORLD
Earth, Wind 6 Fire
Columbia
CHICAGO VIII
Cdoeti.
TOMMY / ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING
Palym r
PHYSICAL GRAFFITI Led 24ppelln
Soon
STRAIGHT SHOOTER Bad CCoo
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW
Olivia Newton
FUNNY LADY/ ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK RECORDING
Barbra Sbelsand
ADO
AN EVENING WITH JONN DENVER
John Denver
RCA
WELCOME TO MY NIGHTMARE Alice
Cooper
Atlantic
HEARTS America
Warner
Bras
NUTHIN' FANCY L nerd Skrnyrd
MCA
SHEER HEART ATTACK Queen
Ekrkba
FIVE SIDE An.
Anidp
BLOW 8Y BLOW Jell Beck
Epk
KATY LIED Steely Dan
ABC
BLUE JAYS Justin Hayward 6 Join Lodge
Threshold
JUST A BOY Leo Sayer
v
Warner erne
ASONG FOR YOU Temptations
Gordy
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY IIAVE YOU
Barry White
2áh
CRASH LANDING lung Hendrix
Retinae
AUTOBAHN Kralhverk
THERE'S ONE IN EVERY CROWD Erie
Dayton
RSO
THE MYTH5 AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR
AND
THE KNIGHTS OF THE ROUNDTABLE
Rick Wakeman 6 The English Rock Ensemble
A& N
FEEL LIKE MAKIN' LOVE Roberta Flack
Atlenbc
JUDITH o4d7v Collins
ERA Kw
MISTER MAGIC Grover Washmeton Jr
Bold,
BLUE SKY NIGHT TI4INDER Wen* Murphey
Egg
TO BE TRUE
Marald Melvin I& The BWerioles
Philadelphia IntenWbial
TOM CAT Tom Scott & L A. Express
Ode
I'LL PLAY FOR YOU Seals& Crofts
Warner arcs
FLYING START BIWkbyrds
F
FRAMPTON Peter Frampton
PLAYING POSSUM Carly Simon
Odd.
SURVIVAL (Ploys
PhitadebRM Inernabmal
BUSTIN* OUT%rePravh League
RCA
YOUNG AMERICANS David Bows>
RCA
SPIRIT OF AMERICA Beach Bess
Legit
DRAMATIC JACKPOT Ron Bank, & Drained.
ABC
PUT IT WHERE YOU WANT IT Average White Band
MCA
CRIME OF THE CENTURY Supereamp
A& NI
DARK SIDE OF THE MOON Pink Floyd
Harvest
TOMMY Who
MCV
FEELINGS Paul Anna
Undo Artda
HE DON'T LOVE YOU UKE?LOVE YOU
Ton) Orlando& Dawn
EMAtra
GREATEST HITS AIGreen
Steelier
WILL O' THE WISP Ian Ruoell
Warm, Bros
SONGBIRD Jesse Cohn Toone

I
7
3
8
4
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Epic

Vertigo
Threshold

i

CIEOI

Warner Bros

Island

Mercury
DJM
Virgin
United Artists
Warner Bros

Dylan'CBS

9

Tar).

A &M
Bell

Apple
Philadelphia

GTO
FOX, Fox
21
Harvest
22 THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON, Pink Floyd
Vertigo
Band
Harvey
ME,
Alex
TO
BELONGS
9 TOMORROW
Vertigo
29 ON THE LEVEL, Status Quo
RCA
19 MEMORIES ARE MADE OF HITS, Perry Como
Bell
20 ROCK 'N' ROLL DUDES, Glitter Band
London
AI
Green
18 AL GREEN GREATEST HITS,
Swan Song
24 PHYSICAL GRAFFITI, Led Zeppelin
Decca
26 HIS GREATES HITS, Engelbert Humperdinck
RCA
40 AND I LOVE YOU SO, Perry Como
ABC
25 KATY LIED, Steely Dan
CBS
31
IAN HUNTER, Ian Hunter
Apple
32 BAND ON THE RUN, Paul McCartney,Wings
MCA
'46 HIS 12 GREATEST HITS, Neil Diamond
RAK
44 MUD ROCK, Mud
50 BLOOD.DN THE TRACKS, Bob
Atlantic
27 AVERAGE WHITE BAND, Average White Band
Elektra
BEST OF BREAD, Bread
DIAMOND HEAD, Phil Manzanera
Island
BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER, Simon and Garfunkel
39
CBS
35 YOUNG AMERICANS, David Bowie
RCA
49 TELLY, Telly Savalas
MCA
36 PERFECT ANGEL, Minnie Riperton
Epic
42 THERE'S ONE IN EVERY CROWD, Eric Clapton
RSO
30 THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES, Steve Harley and Cockney Rebel
EMI
47 I'M COMING HOME, Johnny Mathis
CBS
FOREVER AND EVER, Demis Roussos
Philips

14

MAGIC-Pilot

MISTY-Ray Stevensoe,rI
22 LO-V.E(OOve)-Al Green
50( 35 rLOVIN'YOU--Minnie Riperton

21

Bell

SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS,
Simon and Garfunkel
GLEN CAMPBELL'S GREATEST HITS, Glen Campbell

10
15

-

-

17
16

Avco

AUTOBAHN, Kraftwerk'
BLUE JAYS, Justin Hayward and John Lodge
THE MYTHS AND LEGENDS OF KING ARTHUR,
Rick Wakeman and the English Rock Ensemble
JUST ANOTHER WAY TO SAY I LOVE YOU, Barry White

9

GRC
Atlenbc
Big Tree

Óance)-

7

19
20

...

Decca
Virgin

THE ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK, l0cc
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS, Elton John
RUBYCON, Tangerine Dream
Bassey
THE SHIRLEY BASSEY SINGLES ALBUM, Shirley
STAMPEDE, Doobie Brothers
Wynerte
Tammy
WYNETTE,
BEST OF TAMMY

8

DON'T TELL ME GOODNIGHT-Lobo
Rep4u
Gordon 11EhBoo1
RAINY DAY PEOPLE
Epk
WILDFIRE -MlchaeIM urpie,
BAD WCK (Part 1)Mamld Melvin & The Bluenotes
Philadelphia International

TavIr.

10

18

44

Bell

8
15
14

17

Epic

Atlantic

3

45
28
43

15

41

Pye

4
13
34
12

16

14

Bradley's
Sonet
Jayboy
Spark
Magnet'

6
11

11

Aaantk:

Leo

25

V

Apple
Black Magic
' Magnet

5

Allan*

HIJACK-Herbie Mann
SHOESHINE BOY-Eddie Kendnoks
LONG TALL GLASSES LI Can Dance)-

24

12
13

28
29

GTO
RCA

..........
-

THE BEST OF, Stylistics
ONCE UPON A STAR; Bay City Rollers
20 GREATEST HITS, Torn Jones
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike Oldfield
THE SINGLES 1969-1973, Carpenters
ROUN', Bay City Rollers
ROCK 'N' ROLL, John Lennon
TAKE GOOD CARE OF YOURSELF Three Degrees
STRAIGHT SHOOTER, Bad Company

ABC
MCA

-

21

11

1

10

-B

KILLER QUEEN -Queen
SISTER GOLDEN HAIR-America
OLD DAYS-Chicago
BADTIME-Grand Funk
LOVE WON'T LET ME WAIT- Maier Harris
Linda Ronstadl
WHEN WILL BE LOVED

22
23

9
10

2

Eleckha
Warner Bros.
Columbia
Capitol

Pie, Won't You Pay) ANOTHER SOMEBODY

I

5
6
7
8

EMI

Magnet
Decca

u

-

2
3
4

RMIBBC CHART

Love You)

J. Thomas
DONE SOME BOOM WRONG SONG
Elton John Band
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM

1
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31
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29. 32
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After rock theatre and rock movies comes

a

a

a

GARY'S ROCK
'n' ROLL PANTO

MEwsnESK,
01-607 6411

ROLLING

GARY GLITTER is to star In the first -ever rock 'n' roll
pantomime, It was exclusively revealed this week.
The show, which will last two - and - a - half hours and contain 12
songs is planned to run for several months at a major,London
SHOWS
theatre.
His
Mike UUe Razzle Dazzle.
EXTRA dates have bets Leander,manager,
"Only Gary Glitter could
told RM: "The

í1l^1

OUT MORE

added to the Bay Qty
Rafters tour.
They will now play
Oxford New Theatre
(June 2); Newcastle City

idea Is to open in the West
End of London Immediately prior to Christmas
with simultaneous album

"We have progressed
our thinking and the rock
n' roll musical will be
based upon a traditional
story staged- as a

being written by Gary in
collaboration with Leander.
Leander added: "This
comes as a development
from our planning of a
rock 'n' rdl musical for
which we had ttte.working

form"

Hall (3); and an release."
The pantomime score Is
unconfirmed date at

Sunderland Empire on
June 4.

Tripping
the light
Fantastic

spectacular extravaganza
In

pantomime

Leander said he
unable to disclose
venue at this time
would he reveal
.

was
the
nor
the
pantomime story upon
which the spectacular la
to be based but he added:

Rebel's next

ELTON JOHN has a pew
single out sous rafted
Someone Saved My Me

Tonight, a track taken
from the Captain Fantastic And The Dirt Brown
(lowboy album.
Beteseed June 20, I/ Is
backed by House Of
Cards both songs written
by Elton John and Bernie
Tsupin.

OSMONDS
TELL HELLO

GOODBYE!
HELLO HAVE been
sacked from the Os
monde' European tour
following last week's
opening gig in Parks.
Ormond agent Barry

with

11

minute B-side
STEVE HARLEY and Cockney Rebel, due to play the
Crystal Palace Garden Party on June 7, have a new
single Mr Raffles, to coincide with the event.
It is a track..from their Best Years Of Our Life album
and comes out on May 23.' On the B-side Is to live
recording of Sebastian taped from the final UK tour
concert at Hammersmith Odeon recently. The track Is
un -edited and lasts for eleven minutes.
After the Crystal Palace show, which is likely to be
their final UK appearance this year, the band tour
America, Australia and Japan before returning home
in late summer to begin work on a new album.
Their second album Psychomodo has just been
awarded a gold disc for British sales.

play the hero

show."

In

y
f

this

mitting, the Glitter Band
will be'taking part In the
show.
Gary commented on the
new departure: "Mike
and I have been working
on this project since last
year. For me It's the
logical extension of the
fun and excitement I get
out of the type of rock 'n'

'HEEP BIG DATES

Then in the New Year
it's the turn of Australia,
New Zealand and the Far
East. Offers are also
6 began a nsaeeive world
being made to tour Brazll,
tour this week,
They will play 21 Iceland and Israel.
Heep's manager Gerry
European cities covering
Denmark, Norway, Swe-. Bron said that by the end
den, Belgium. Holland, of the year the band will
Franco, Germany and have played to more than
Australia before coming 1,000,000 people and
back to the UK- In late traveied,more than 30,000
IJRIAH HEEP, who have
their ninth album Return
To Fantasy released June

roll shows I do now. "

WILL HE,
WON'T HE?
of

HERE it is the picture
man With a problem on
his mind . . Will he,
won't he leave Britain's
most successful group.
Will he give up all that
money and fame? Alan
Longmuir you are 26
years old and you must
decide. The. nation
waits for your dart.

a custard pie, a soda syphon or any other
commodity which makes a mess when liberally
circulated. There could even have been some
minestrone amongst the goodies thrown,,/Jl1t a party
following IOcc's final gig on their recent IIITFJour. Here
Lei Creme and Eric Stewart are soaking up the
atmosphere and they seem to be enjoying every
minute. Hey, perhaps Loi should change his name to
Cream Yes, a nd.a top o' the milk to you I

LIFE IS

Zr'i
v.
,i

Commlttments per-

slop

Life's a messy party

miles.
It will be the first live
gigs with new bassist
John Wetton formerly
with Rosy Music and
King Crimson.
A single to be taken
from the album Is
expected to be released
soon.

June:
They will slay. selected
dates In Britain Including

London's Hammersmith
Odeon on June 27.
In July they're off
again for a 42 date tour of
America finishing in
Vancouver on November
2.

w-vi

.

For what It's worth
we're pretty sure he won't
leave. Betcha.

a1
t

,

4

-

Dickins told Hello that
their services would no
longer be required on the
remainder of the tour.
This shock move followed
the tour's opening show at
the Palals Congresse ,jn
Perim on May 13.
Said Hello's manager
Dave Blaylock: "The
audience response to our
group was fantastic. Not
like most Ormond shows

where any supporting act
Is likely to be drowned out
by noisy sound.
"I have not been given
a

reason for Hello's

OSMONDS
EXTRA -S

dismissal. "
THE Osmonds have
The Osmonds', record agreed to play two extra
company later said that shows during their
no replacement band British visit later ,this
would be engaged and the month.
Osmonds would complete
They will be at the
the tour on their own,
showing a 40 minute film Liverpool Empire on May
about themselves before 30 and then move to
Scotland for a 5.90 pm
starting their stage act.

concert at the Glasgow
Apollo May 31.

Tickets for the Liverpool and Glasgow shows
are already on sale.
Prices are: £2.50 12, C. 50
and [1.
A couple of other extras
for the Osmonds are also
on the way.
Alan's wife Susan and
Merrill's wife Mary are
both pregnant. They are

expecting their babies
the autumn.

In

When asked about the
news Alan joked: "If we
have a few more I
suppose I could retire, "

WHY OH
WHY
-

THE MOST outrageous
daredevil the world has

ever seen, Evel Knievel,

has a début single out on
DJM this week.
The American stunt
man - in London this
week for further extravagances
has co.
written the cut which Is
called simply, Why.
On It he act. the part of a narrator asking why he
does the things he does.
A spokesman for, the
record company saidi
"It's like H gorse crazy."

-

SPUN OUT
PIIILLIP

WYNN

Detroit Spinners
continuing

their engage
nests with John Edwards as
deputy.'

PILOT, who have 'reeenUy

completed a British coiner(
tour, headline a TV show In
ades-Baden, Germany to
morrow May 24) and plan
concert dates la Belgium and
Ronaad mainthe early part
h

'of) une.

Seen on`Top of the Pops:..
A Power Play on Luxembourg...
Definitely a hit...

CHIPS

rs

Love Matters
F -R 13574

Marketed by

of the
Is is

hospital having his tonsils
removed The group are

DECCIa

4
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From 1967/68

Dana's next

.

DANA'S follow -op single
to Please Tell Him I Bald
Hello la released this

NEW STONES
SINGLE AND

week.

Titled Are You Still
Mad At Me, it has ,been
written by Roger Green-

away and Geoff

Stephens.

is+

NEW Rolling Stones single Is being released this week and an
album of previously unreleased material cut around 1967-68 Is due
out the first week in June.
The single is called Í Don't Know Why, written by Mick Jagger,
Keith Richard and Mick Taylor. It is coupled with Try A Little Harder.

PROM- SEASON

on other

albums.
They are Out Of Time,
Memo From Turner and
Heart Of Stone. The
album also contains a
new Bill Wyman song
Downtown Susie and an
Andrea- Oldham song, I'd
Much Rather Be With The

A
,

C\

-

Don't Lie With Me;

Somethings Just Stick In
Your Mind; Each And
Every Day Of The Year;
Heart Of Stone; I'd Much
Rather Be With The
Boys; Sleepy City; We're
Wasting Time.
Side two
I Don't
Know Why; U You Let

-

Sedaka and Jerry
Lewis.

for autumn screening by

,

1

Boys.

The track listing Is:
Side one
Out of Time;

SERIES of hour long
pop proms" is planned

e

A

Granada television.
The concerts will be
recorded to Manchester
during July and August
with a 45 -piece pop
orchestra and a choir.
They will be joined by the
original performers wherever possible.
Though no names have
been set yet, produce/
John Hemp said the
artists will be really big In
their field, and the whole

Me; Jiving Sister Fanny;
Downtown Stale; Family; Memo From Turner:
I'm Going Down.

John

added:

Lee

Thle will

Involve personal appearances, tributes, spectacular presentation, Involving the audience at
times
every concert an
event
"It's time that everyone
is aware that pop music
has grownup and without
making concessions this

-

series will do 1/J
So far six Programmes
are set each one with the
audience joining In on the

spectrum of pop, from
rock, through Soul to jazz,
will be covered.
Names mentioned were
Elton John, the Who, Neil

be

dean Music Hall (August
24, 25, 27, 28, 21, 30);
Glasgow Apollo (Septem.
ber I-6 and 8-13, including

closing numbers.

that hat' Ain't that a
groove, I tell ya that's

such a groove .
I
mean we really got It

together that time .
Barry While capped his

extravaganza at Villa

Park by donning a hat
thrown to him by one of
the tans. 1 mean we've
heard of throwing jelly
babies at the Beatles, but
It's hate In Ma air for
Barry White
. Stone
baby.

loves you

he

Usher Hall (Mepembse
15, le, 21, 22, 23, 24, 27, fit
29); Hendee Calyd Hall
(September 18 and 20)1

tour

people. He will be playing
six dates in London and 18
in his native Glasgow.
Full dates are: Aber.

WOW, baby, ran you dig

Son,

matinees); Edinburgh

SCOTTISH SINGER and
comedian Billy Connolly
is due to undertake a 441.
date UK tour marathon in
August that will be seen
by an estimated 160,000

again

"The

object Is to present the
very best of pop music In
an entirely new way for

television.

UK

Trilby
meet

GRANADA PLAN POP

songs already available

will

Connolly
cops a

A

11t1'

She

featuring the song in her
week-long seasons of
cabaret at Circus Tavern,
Purfleet (May 2e);
Bunnies Club. Cleethorpes (June 8), and she
will also star In Concert at
the Spa Theatre, Bridlington on May 25,

ALBUM
Both tracks come boon
the album Metamorphosis Three of the 16
tracks are new versions of

1975

too,

Corby Festival Hall
(September I0 Sad
October 1)1 Liverpool
Empire (October 3);

Newcastle City Hall (e);
Birmingham Town Hall
(8); Manchester Free
Trade Hail (10); tondos
New Victoria (111.10)1
Dublin Carlton Cinema
(20); Belfast ABC f 'Menge
(21).

THE REAL ROAD

SOLO NEWIE

LIVERPOOL soul trio The
Real Thing begin a British
elob tour this week. Dates
ere Lion Hotel, Wards o0
(May 23); Maxim's Club,

JOHN ROSSALL, former
member of the Geller Band

Barrow (24); Tlffssy's
llarlow (24); Aaaabelle's

has a new single out on May
called You'll Never Know

3o
(

How Mseh I Loved Sol,

Su sderland(30).

With the exeepUon of

a

TESTIfYTV

stlot at Ronnie Seott'i

Upstairs Room in London
between June 12-14 the bulk

will be devoted to a
o.Uonwide bur, for which
dates are csrrently being
of June

Realized.

Freakie YAM sle/I»
released at the end of the
It la
edited
version et the album track

A NEW
Is

month

Sweariú To God

iES®
BARRY WHITE/Villa
Part, Birmingham

WALING IN The Rain
With The One I Love .
well hardly, but the
.

RECOI

drizzle was there at Villa
Park when Barry White
stepped out to do a 45
minute spot.
The great superstar
was shown up for the
media victim he is. All
due to a drop of rain.
Most of the far - less than
capacity audience decided they couldn't stand
the rain and ran for

the dying, and of course
the girls
even well dressed women
loved It
Finally Bazza pulled
out his ace trick when he
asked for girls without
anyone and fellers without anyone to come to

- -

-

him, join together, while
he performed a sort of
marriage ceremony over
them. He even asked the
fellers who cáme forward
to choose which of the
unaccompanied girls they
fancied.
The messenger of love
plays his role to the hilt

'for
ISO

retreat

u

Only the buzzers were
left to hear a Barry White
cut very much down to

1

EDITOR

size-.

EDITORIAL DIRECTOR

Middle of the road he
might be, but midfield
was all he could come up
with as he limped through
such erotic masterpieces
as Never GonnaGlve You
Up. and Can't Get
Enough Of Your Love.
Ain't that a groove, or
"I've never
should It be
sung in the rain before-"
Obviously.
The orchestra battled
on, with Barry's six
piece rhythm section
adding the needed kick.
Some flunky holding lots
of her coats at the side,
when raincoats were

Ant ERTISEMENT

The only real excitement was generated

SUE Ell ROM

ASSISTANT EDITOR
Peter Harvey
NEWS EDITOR

David Hancock

EDITORIAL

ANAGI NG DIRECTOR

Jerk Hutton
Mike Sharman

needed.

by the few "fans" at the
front and liquor they'd
taken to keep the cold out.
Otherwise the rain was

DIRECTOR

Peter Wilkinson

ADI ERTINE lENT very
M. AN AGER

much on Barry
White's extravaganza parade.
DAVID HANCOCK

Alan Donaldson
SPOTLIGHT
T1ONS.

PUBLICS.

SPOTLIGHT HOUSE,
BEN WELL ROAD.
LONDON, NJ 1AX
Telephone;

01 elrf all

WHITE THE love preacher finally came Into his

own In the chle female

1

I.

dominated splendour of
London's Albert Hall.
It was all too easy for
him. The capacity audience

were already

SENSATIONAL ALEX
HARVEY BAND/Leeds
University
"GOOD EVENING boys
and girls, I would like to
take this opportunity to
Introduce you to my band

o
o

-

.tan Iles
Martin Thorpe
Ray Fox Cumming
Dave Wright
%I

PETER HARVEY

O

. The Sensational Alex
Harvey Band" and on
they strolled. The entire
audience stood up and
rushed to the front of the
stage, shouting and

,

' Zr

/j

/

'

cheering

with refreshments,
that was after Love
Unlimited and the Or-

chestra only.
When Bazza waddled
out- black velvet and
glitter lapels glossing the
Impact, there was an
immediate standing ova-

tion from the most

faithful-

He walked
straight across the stage.
straight into the audience
and began the complicated process of being

Healer.
second

Strasse

with the fans while at
the same time remaining
a huge star. Showing
Incredible control and
indeed audacity, he shook
one

hands,

was

simply laid

a

kissed,

they

launched into the Faith

Y
J
sam e
ALEX HARVEY: leading in the right direction
pressure cooking when
compere Greg Edwards
told everyone to cool off

as

or

comforting,

almost sacred, palm,
Dlttingly over the faithful

surrounding him.
This palaver wasn't
just an opening gambit
for the benefit of the BBC

cameras, it was the

centre point of Isla show.
He moved around the
auditorium like a faith healer administering to

flying

During the

- Action
-songastage.
bottle came
Alex

on

asked for the name and
address of the person who
threw It, so they could get
together later and talk
about bottle
throwing.

The Giant Stone Eater,
and, with the assistance
of a braes section, both

came over extremely
well.
The added humour
came pouring out with the
band's bizarre version of
Delilah, coupled with-.
Chris and 7al's dance
routine done in their usual
blase manner, proving
that they can entertain as
well as play.
The classic Midnight
Moses sounded as good as
ever and when Alex made
his way to the brick wall
at the back of the stage,
there was no doubt in
anyone h mind as to what
was coming next; Vambo
defined by Alex as a
cross between Captain
Marvel and Santa nays
started well with Mr
Cleminson ( the one with
the.legs, girls) nicely out
of toon, but redeeming
himself with an excellent
guitar solo.
Weil it sure looks like
The Sensatlonnls have at
last been accepted, and
with an album leaping up
the charts, fame and
fortune Is heading their
- way, whether they want it

-

or not

Alex is the type who can
communicate with any
body. He's a born leader
and he's leading the right

band In the

right

direction. The audience
in Leeds were good and

However, H he did K
again . . - well, needless
Alex was good, but U the
to say be didn't, cos If
Alex hadn't slaughtered audience had been had,
him, the audience would betrka he'd have been
amazing.
have.
SUE. McEWAN
The band didn't do
much from their latest
/ New
album, but what they did NAZARETH
Theatre
they did well. especially Victoria
Give My Compliment. To 1T HAS been more than a
The (lief and The Take Of year since Nazareth last

played In Britain and
even longer since they
had a single In the charts,
but this has done their
popularity no harm.
At the New Victoria
Theatre in London last
Wednesday they proved
that they really are a very
fine band indeed. The
audience was on their
side right from the
opening number Changin'
Times, a track off their
new album. In the past
Nazareth could have been

criticized for many

reasons but nowadays
their act Is really Ught
and exciting, alternating
slower- numbers with real

rockers.

Singer Dan

McCafferty Is no Noddy
Holder to tell the audience
and
to get off their ass
that's what they seemed

-

It

was
the musicianship of the
four guys that stood up,
especially that W Manny
Charlton who showed that
to be walUng for.

very underrated
guitarist.
he Is a

When they started This

Flight Tonight just before

the end you could sense
that a riot would have
started if the group had
encouraged the audience
In any way. But they
didn't They just finsºbed
the set with an excellent

version of the old

Yardblyds number

Shapes and received
thundering applause.
Woke Up This Mornutg
was their encore and sU
the audience demanded
more, but Nazareth had
gone through a hell of a lot
of numbers during their
set and left It at that
Good value for money
Nazareth are
MARGOT SONNENDK'
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Touch of Class
14;41'!

Mac& Katie Kissoods
newalburn
'Sugar Candy Kisses'
Also available on
8 Track Cartridge & Musicassette

STATE
II(919s
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Ain't. It was their first
gold single and Number

!l.

One all over the world.

Clean -living
pile

"I

dents, but he's made It In
the end. It took them

Bachman
Turner
Overdrive

ve

....--J

IZIII

drivers
THE MAN who guides BTO knows how to
throw his interviewer. He's been at it a long
time and works on the 'ask before being
asked' principle.
In this case there wasn't really any fullyfledged question. "Would you mind putting
out your cigarette" came the request. You

A

Randy Bachman doesn't smoke. He
doesn't booze come to that, his religious
beliefs as a mormon preclude such vices.
And Randy doesn't like people smoking
near him either. It sends his voice up an
octave or two apparently and that's no good
for those Bachman Turner Overdrive
growlers.
see,

C

N

The band have just Who. They flew over
finished their first UK solely to do Top Of The
tour, following up the Pops - . oh way back.
success of their two That was one of those
singles You Ain't Seen intriguing TOTP (allures,
Nothing Yet and Roll On down and out in
Down The Highway.. Shepherds Bush.
Actually Randy has been
Randy Bachman has
to this country before, In
come a long way since
his days with another then. OK through more
Canadian band Guess Guess Who -like antece.

by Martin Thorpe

years of solid graft to
emerge as one of the
States' top bands. It only
took them one single You
Ain't Seen Nothing Yet to
break here, no tours or
anything. In fact Randy
and the lads didn't want It
released as a single, they
wanted Roll On Down The
Highway.
Ain't Seen Nothing
Yet was done as a Joke,"
explained the plump and
bearded Randy, "it was a
filler for the Not Fragile
album. We did the bed
track and then I was
trying to find a nice lead
guitar line for It.
"The rest of the group

were waiting but

I

couldn't come up with
anything. So I started
fooling around with the
vocal track to show me
where the guitar should

It's time 4, pull Ter
milks tip ,and tighten yrr
nett. Yoe could lit
etrring a very bare and

á1Mékennas
Love Fee1in
it's a natur
disco
success
now
on SRL 1038
Available
SPARK
MORtFrk soot

1,./

l_.-11

WP

when Roll On

Down The Highway came
out as the follow-up,
Trouble was that by that
time the album had sold
over two million copies,
and Ain't Seen about one
million, so there weren't
many people left to buy
Roll On.
It sold 800,000 which
ain't bad," added Randy.

a lot

cause recently they put

out an album which

Bachman Turner recorded for them In the early.
seventies when they were
known as Brave Belt
Although the line-up was
pretty much the same

Randy Bachman, his
brother Rob Bachman

-

and C. F. Turner
the
music was very different

explained:

As Randy

r'Brave Belt

on that
album was the third lineup under that name and
really they were BTO 1.
We started out as a light
country rock group like

Poco and

CSNY.

a single

"You

outright.
see

I always

more people discover us

they're bound to buy hack
albums so It's kinds nice

We're not mad about the
label releasing It at all."
So we can expect to see

old Bachman Turner

albums creeping Into the
charts after this tour? As

Randy pointed

with Sinatra and
Osmonds it's tough to
on the

chart. "

"Ain't Seen Nothing Yet was
done as a joke. It was a filler
for the Not Fragile album"

'11-TARS
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Out:

"When you're competing

frt. tlC.,

.n,

Then

came in and
On wasn't Turner heavier, and we
got a bit
that
really the right follow-up Brave Belt album they've
to Ain't anyway."
Is where the
released
just
They've got similar cha nee starts.
problems with the new
"It's flattering to know
album Four Wheel Drive.
There's one track called that what you did before
still sell, though there
can
which
Is
Hey You
distinctly commercial. won't be constant sales of
there's no
It's Bachman Turner's course because
first real attempt to write single or tours. And as

"But Roll

-

.I5M111
may 21 tu-itlne2e)

re-release

though

Stutter

s
It's a

were respected In the end

believed that when you
have a hit, you write
another song like it, so
"I took that stuttering Hey You has basically the
vocal track home for a same format as You Ain't
weekend to figure out the
powerful chord breaks
guitar and I ended up and a hook."
with a sort of Shadows'
Judging by the tour
sound. But when we put a
enthusiasm, not only here
normal vocal line on it, but on the Continent
the thing sounded sterile,. where the band played,
so we left the original with
before nipping over to
the stutters and every-

thing."

the new atbuse

should sell well
Reprise have

of
don't pretend to faith in their selling
potential anyway, be-

think I can pick singles,"
admitted Randy realistically. "Every single I've
picked hasn't been a hit.
Two flopped so I stopped
picking them. Now what
we do le wait for feedback
from the album."
But the band's wishes

go.

As an album track it
was immediately picked
up by the stations, and
though the band felt that
Roll On Down 'The
Highway was a more
likely single, they relented to pressure In the
end and put out You

Britain,

1975

the
get
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Slade on their upcoming US tour
DRIVING TO Heathrow Airport In Slade's Rolls Royce makes you
feel like donning your flashest fedora.
Jersey pure new wool twopiece and white kid gloves to wave majestically at the Joes Public
on the street. But when you try to find a suitable
space for
such a large monster you begin wishing It was parking
a pint-sized Mini
Instead!
Once inside the airport's spacious Terminal One building, Charlie
(Slade's roadie) Is spotted by two archtypal fans who are
also
wafting for Slade to arrive. Pandemonium begins
hours of morning have given way to a frenetic afternoon.the halcyon

-

o

Sylvia and Sue have been fans since their skinhead days; and what
they have to
say about the Bay City
Rollers Is
table.

.

.

.

unprin-

"We took the morning
off work," says Sue, a
petite little charmer,
and pretended to our
bosses that we had to go
to the denUat!"
At last the geezers
arrive, being pursued
by a bevvy of security
men and airport workers, who are hanging
around like leeches with
their autograph books.

Slade do the honours,
then come and chat to

e'

AMERICA

O

er'le

STARTS

La

,i

the SS girls, who
promptly show their

Idols a copy of a mnslc
paper which this week
has reviewed the band's

4

FEEL

single. But oh dear, It's
full of highly potent
criticism.

"Not another slag
off," exclaims Dave. "I
don't know w-ot this
country's comin'to?"

Once inside the safety

of the Rolls' belly, Slade
tell me about their trip,

which

entailed

an

appearance on Belglum's equivalent to
Wheeltappers And

Shunters Club.
It was dreadful,"
opines Dave. "Really
unprofessional. We had,
to stand around for
hours while they got
everything sorted out.
The show was called
something Ilke Artists
On The Menu, funny,

eh?"
Belgium- U about ah
boring as a wet weekend
compared to what Slade
are headed for. In July
they are hoping to

Invade the States and
this time their tactics
are more convincing.
On recent trips Slade
did only two-week tours
which is tantamount to
their doing a one -show
tour over here.
Says Jim: "We're
going to the States In two
months and will stay
there for about a month
to six weeks, and come
home for a break, then
go back for another
couple of months. "
Their work schedule
hasn't yet been sorted
out but it's definite that
the band will start the
tour at the beer festival
In Central Park, New
York, on July 21.
"We've got a very
strong following In New
York," says Nod the
hod, looking heavy -eyed
behind his shades.
"It's because they
understand our music,"

Don.
interjects
a lot of street
"There's

punks and high energy
kids who like our kind of
stuff. "
Surely It'll be alien

THE
N'OIZE

I

,n\

I'

6

J(/

O

°

l

.

by Ján Iles

.

u

playing to 18,000 or more
when you've been used

to more compact
venues?
"Yeah, It'll seem
strange," agrees Nod.

bar. But nonetheless we
went down all right.

When people say things
like 'Oh did you crack
the States then?' It's
just crap, you can't do it

'"

'tllll'
,

,

)1^

-4-

`y

,

-

ti

~'1

.

1

in two weeks!"
Jim: "We've got to

remember that the

UNKNOWNS

whole

When thé guys first

played the. States

around two and a half
years ago, they were

complete unknowns.
But oit' serving their
apprenticeship they
have at last begun to get
the kind of recognition
they're used to in this

country. Indeed,

on

their last tour, much to
the band's astonishment, sections of the

went bananas,
hailing our boys as the
States

innovators of glam
rock.

"People over there
thought Slade were like,
say, The New York
Dolls: they put us in the
same bag, which Is
ridiculous," says Jim, ,
smilingly.
Nod: "Our first gig
over there was playing
support to Humble Pie
and for the first 20
minutes people were
still coming in or getting
themselves out of the

'WE WANT TOGO

scene Is

different.

vastly

We've been

lot of phone
interviews with American journalists and they
doing

ask

a

totally different

questions like: 'Hey,
why, la you volume so
- high?'one said.
It seems like he was
so concerned that we
were that loud. It'h so
unusual for a band like
yours to be so loud man,
'I mean I thought 'the
Who were the noblest
band In the world, but
you cats are even
louder'. So I said that
we weren't as loud as all '
that, but he insisted we
were. 'Yeah, but It's
strange that Slade come
' over here and are loud.
Most groups don't begin
by playing loud, they
gradually build up to It
man'. He was kind of
Implying that loudness
comes with age, 'so I
reckon he thinks we're
gonna be ear shattering
at 40!"
Jim lets out a loud
burp and blames It on to
the caviar he had on the
plane. "From what I
hear . . . BURP . . .

pardon,

a

lot

established bands

of
are

TO THE STATES

having trouble over

BECAUSE IT'S

Interfered with their

THE ONLY PLACE
LEFT TO BREAK'

there and are finding It
hellish to sell out "

Obviously this hasn't

scheduled

-

Invasion
these little Hitters of pop

are determined that
they'll rule OK In the
end.

"Of course we're not
staying out there for
good," says Don- "We
know we'll be gone in
the physical sense but

zero for turning up 15

- work -wise

-we shall be
releasing records and
doing television for the

minutes late because
Noddy couldn't drag his
eyes away from a John
Lennon Interview on
telly.
"How did you find
that out?" he asks,
somewhat bemused.
(There's no decent
ersatz for the truth so I
say nowt).
Actually, I think you
sound like him Nod, on a
few of your songs. Is
this an intentional
Lennon rip-off?
"No, not at all. In fact
I don't reckon I sound
like !Urn at all."

British market

"We want to go to the
States because it's the

only place left to
break."
-Jim intervenes: "In
the States our music la
like a -square peg in a

round hole. It's totally
out of place, though the
next single for American release Is

Far Far

Away, which I think Is
the most Americanised

sound we've

ever

done."
Their music is gradually changing In style

and content so as to
appeal to the Yanks. -.
Songs like Clan On Feel
The Noise and Gudbye
To Jane are completely
Incomprehensible to our
USA counterparts.

EXPERIMENTED
On their recent British
tour (the last for at least
another year or two)
Slade constantly experimented with their
repertoire and stage
presentation, because
they will be taking the

same

act

A tiantic.

across

the

"We made a lot of
mistakes on our opening
night In Bournemouth,
as you may have seen,
but we rectified them on

the next gig and by the
time we reached The
New Victoria we felt
confident we had a good
act. "

ltmrn, well, nine out

of ten for performance

at Bournemouth, but

Says Jim:. "Funny
you should say that, 'cos
Chas (Chandler) played
Lennon a few of our
songs and Lennon said:
-

'Hey, I life this group,
the singer sounds like
me'.
As mentioned earlier
Slade will be leaving
something for us Britons

to chew on.

They

recorded one or two of
their shows during their
last tour and are hoping
to bring out a live

album.
We're gonna hear
the tapes next week,"
says Nod. "And then
-after that we hope to
start recording another

album "

Their last album,

Slade In Flame, didn't
seem to rocket up the
charts at the same
breakneck speed as

past album releases, but, as Noddy
was
explains:
released around Christmas, some time before
the film and although
the sales were good they

their

"It

were stretched over a
long period of time. It's
sold over a quarter of a
million already (so
soon!) so that ain't bad.
It's Interesting to note
that more Slade In
Flame cassettes and
cartirdges were sold
than any of our previous
ones. It's motorway

listening. folks!"

One interesting

fact

about the Slade film 1s
that It brought about a
whole new army of fans,

Including

a

here

Kings Is that their

vintage Play It Loud
album, recorded In their
skinhead days, has sold
so many copies over the
years. It's gorn allver,
plus you only need look
at the current singles
chart and they're back
yet again.

lot of

middle-aged noodles.
"We get a lot of older
people coming to see us
live because they've
seen the film and are
Interested to know what
we're like on stage,"
they say.
Jim elaborates. "After the Winter Gardens
gig this woman comes
up to me and asks for
my autograph, so I ask
U It's for her daughter.
'Oh no,' she said, 'It's for
me, I wouldn't let her

come

the growing rumours
that Slade are on the
way out. Further proof
that the boys are atilt the

tonight

because I read the Slade
In Flame book and saw
the Min,' hinting that we
were a bit naughty like.

"It's amazing really.

I think our fans know

more about us than we
dol" Nod reckons. "I
was talking to this chuck

from Manchester Art

College and she'd

compiled a book d
caricatures and car-

toons of the group and
underneath each drawing she's written about
us, and the character at
each one was perfect,

even though she'd never
met us before!"
That certainly dispels

PROFESSIONAL
"We really like the
single because It's the
most professional thing

we've done," Jim

confessed- "Before, we
never had time to really
learn a song because we
were constantly on the

road; which meant that
Nod and I used to get
together and have a
rough Idea of what the
song was about then
we'd quickly tell the
others about the Ideas
and then go and record

u

"It was so rushed that
after hearing the finished -product I used to
think if only I'd done
this or done that" says
Don.

"With Thanks For

The Memory we really
had a lot of time to spend
wit, all of us worked out
the arrangements and
so forth. We think the
overall sound Is considerably more polished.
We think it ºhows. "

Well, everybody's
dirty
but where
quality's Concerned,
that'. something else
good at spotting

lyrics

.

.
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Bald

facts
from
Errol
Brown

popularity

we fee,.
we've played the field as
much as is possible and

we won't be working here

.1

again until we have
new alb?' M. "

I

J.'

think we've enough

records behind us for a
number one to be rather

tri

anymore."

"

Clearly he doesn't think
Disco Queen le the one to
get the band right to the
top of the charts, so how
about its successor?
"I can't predict number
not for my own
one
band, but we have got the
next one lined up and It's
really something, "
What's it called?
,

But don't you resent all these people
Jumping on the baldwagon, since you were getting old and going bald
perhaps the first?
anyway."
How do you
you're not really
too?

known underground figure in those
days.
"Then there was Telly
Savalas. People said 1
looked like him too. "
Not very flattering.
"Oh, I dunno, one bald
head's as good as

another."

And now there's Geno
Washington.
"What." asks. Errol,
"has he done It too? It's
probably because he's

knowbald

"I'm afraid I

little

.

know very
well that I em. I was
thinning and receding at
the ageof 17."
The only trouble with
being as bald as a coot is
that you attract attention
and this Errol does not

like.

and

"I'm really very
I

can

One thing that would
please Errol no end now
would be to have a
number one hit single
"We've never had one,
though Emma came
close. I don't think It'a
good to have a hit single
with your first record,
because it's so diffleuli to
follow it. Now though I

nice.

when I first shaved my
head five years ago,
someone told me I looked
like Isaac Hayes and I
said 'oo's ee?' He was a

the

expelt a
British tour around
September /October?
we

So

"Yes."

BALD HEADS In the music world are
almost commonplace those days.
"Yes," says Hot Qtotolate's Errol
Brown, possessor of perhaps the most
winsome bald head In the business. "It's
become a fashion, not something unusual

"No. Anyway I wasn't
the first.
I remember

1975

shy

hale being

recognised in the street. I
never go out In the
daytime without a hat on
as disguise. "
Enought of this balderdash (hee - heel, on with
the music. Hot Chocolate
are back heading towards
the -charts again with

Disco Queen, which

forgotten.

comes from their album
Cicero P ark.
"This one," says Errol,
"was not put out with a lot

of confidence on our part
and we didn't think it
would be a big hit. Still,
the BBC like it and It
seems to have got off to a
good start."
_Do you think, from its

progress so far, that It

will now be a very big hit?
"Well, let's put it this
way. It Isn't going to be a
very big flop."
Hot Chocolate are in

a

strange position. They

never seem to be a band
in a hurry and somehow
they can wait perilously

"Yes," says Errol,

"our producer. Mlckle

Most, is always accusing
us of lazy-illsm We've
never been massive,
we're just a band that
puts out records. Sometimes people buy them,
sometimes they don't.

-We're not making it
because we're pretty

boys. It has to be solely on
the music and I like It that
way, because any success
we do have Is respect-

able."

This year, however, is
busiest yet.

the band's

For

the last month,
they've been working on a
new album, partly in
France and partly here.
"So far," says Errol.

"we've got five tracks
done."
That's not much for a

until recently we didn't
have it.
"Now we've had Emma

month's work.
"Well, we did about a
dozen songs, but out of
that number you don't
expect to get ten great
onm. We've kept what we
think works well and
discarded the rest. We
want to make a great
album, so we're prepared
to take time to make It
right. " The album should
be out around September.

gel to number four, the
new single is doing well
and Cicero Park got to
around number 5o In the
albums chart, so the Ume
seems right to go and

shortly undertake their
first American tour. "We
haven't done one before,"
explained Errol, "because i think you need
some sort of record
success before you go and

East

Hot

Chocolate

will

from the reports we've

had there seems to be a
great buzz going for us
over there.

"Apart from America
we've also got dates in
Scandinavia and Germany anda tour of the Far
and Australia

coming up after Amer-

ica."

What about Britain?

"We haven't worked

-

"That's a secret."

Okay, what's It about?
"It's about
no,
a secret too. I'd
hate to tell you all about it
in case we corns up with
something else and
change our minds."
From the excitement on
Errol's face, I can't
Imagine the secret one
stepping down to make
way for something else.
Clearly Mr Brown reek-

that's

ons

he's

got something

very special lined up for
us next time around In
the meantime there's
Disco Queen to be going
on with and most people
seem happy enough with

next week's
issue of Record Mirror
long between singles
releases and not gel

here for a long while
because, for the level of It.

by Ray Fox-Cumming
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Wypp;
cotton pecker,
TAMMY

could have been a
slaving in the sweaty Deep
South fields of her parents'
cotton farm.
Instead she has. become one of
the States'
best loved ladles of country 'n'
western
music.
This wnluptoom randy
- a four atar
vendee al the *verwge

Standing by for

Beta blende

By

koaaewtfe who dells

herself up when ae and
hubby speed a rum . and eoke smarm at the local
pub Of supper ekob - has
atornrd the cart with

Jan

Tammy

mes

bee sweet aoheroo, Stand

By Your alas, whirl ell
British cowboys are going

WHOOPEE about
But her success story
way hack, when she
goes
as in her early teens and
determined to become a
big star.
Her infatuation with the
Nashville sound brought
about a la of heartache.
Inc as hard as she hied
she could never find
anyone who thought she
had talent Until she met
with her current producer
Billy Sherrill. that is.
The story goes that
Tammy left her husband
and kids, gave up her
hairdressing job, drove
her battered }elopy to
Nashville and barged into
Billy Sherrill's (the big
boss star man producer of
Columbia records office
and demanded to see
him Billy who don't see
no one, no way, happened
to be in his office that
lunchtime and saw how

desperate the

"I've been very lucky,"
very

The first

says. "and
fortunate and I've had a
lot of help and good
she

lady of
country

l

luck."

Her private life how-

ever, Is not theklnd that
has a happy -ever -niter
ending. Her marriage to
tanker George
hanky
Jones had ended: mainly

-

through his drinking
has

music and
now the
M

career to a certain extent
because George and
Tammy used to perform
as a duo.

"At first

of confidence because I
was so used to performing
with George. But now I'm
feeling much more relaxed and confident. "
up,
After the break

first music

young thing
as, and
made her his secretary.

r,:
_4w1.._a

4

.Ter face and giant sized
need to tell you,
spidery fake lashes, had of"Ithedon't
surprise and -joy
enough potential to be- when they told me
I was
come the Queen dream of hired. But
all those
clean middle-class Amer- dreams of stardom
were
ica.
short - lived. 1 found out
Her next big break that whoever
thinks

"I really think that I
was Tammy's last hope,"
Sherrill recalls. "She just
roiled in off the street me
day and camped here 'till
I would an her."
Billy realised that this
missus from Mississippi
with a tm of pan stick on

came when she went to
Alabama and through her
uncle was able to get an
audition for the local
television station's coun-

try programme.

showbiz Is glamorous has
definitely never set foot

m

atage.

"

Every morning

the

singer had to get up at
dawn and then wall tll

eight for the show to
begin. All the pressures

and basses began to take
their toll and Tammy began to feel very disenchanted.

Thankfully, Billy
Sherrill became her
record

producer and

released her debut platter, Apartment No 9.
People loved It and
Tammy became a star.

t

But to prove that she
wasn't just a me -- hit
wonder she brought out a
plethora of records In a
short space of time,
including. I Don't Wane Play House; Divorce and
The Way To Love A Man.
Her albums were also
bullseyes - Greatest Hits
stayed in the charts for
sixty weeks!
Strange as It may seem
Tammy isn't taking her
phenomenal sufcess too
much for granted and stall
renews her hairdresser's
licence every year.

It kinda made
afriad and I lost a lot

me

lady

pretty

Ica herself, sang m the
George, Tammy and

Tina album and also had
a number me hit In the
States with The Telephone Song. But Mum is
very protective toward
Tina and doesn't want her

'baby' to person

Tammy' had to cut
Divorce out of her
repertoire because
It

reminded her of the real
life dilemma she was
faced with.

much a man's fantasy of
how the fairer sex should

Tammy

be

that

hopes

women like her too.

"I

Sty
When Tammy isn't
appearing on TV shows
and the likes she hits the
,road. And when the lady
tours, she doors It In style
Her custom built coreh,

costing

don't want to go

thousands

millionaire's yacht. It
contains a spacious
kitchen, sleeping quay
ten, (her own Is deco
rated In the flashiest lake
Spanish). a bathroom and

sitting room complete
with stereo and colour
a
telly.
good job people

don't know how we area
that bus with hair rapers
overnight and everybody

running through

the
aisles with their pyjamas

on!"

on

stage looking too sexy and
easy because I want my
female fans to be able to
IndenUfy with me.

n mkeled by

[91phonogram.
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of

bucks, is as Luxurious as

"It's a

Fantasy
Although she's very

a

showbiz career, yet

affected her showbiz

-

from the li-

right now. 10 year old
Tina, a little Miss Amer.

problem; and this

country's

Camped

Away

melight she's as drsnestlrated and maternal as
any lady. Her three
young girls are the nn,
precious things In her life
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C) ueen of the Orient

FEk months ago Queen
the band
everyone was talking about were
and the only
reason why their name
hasn't
on
everyone's Ups just recently is thatbeen
they've
been away on a world tour and
thus let the

Rollers take over as host talked about
group
group.
In Japan, however, at this
very
minute,
Queen are THE biggest. Big deal,
you may
say, what's with Japan?
don't forget
Japan 1s the second largest But
record
market
the world. Furthermore, a concert ticket in
in
Japan costs around £4. 50 to £5 and Queen
were selling out 11,000 seater halls all
the shop. Then there was the fan mania. over
"At the airport," says
Queen's drummer Roger
Meddows-Taylor, 'there
were thousands of fans to
greet us, literally thou.
sands.
"And at one gig we had
between four and five
hundred security men. "
Were they all necessary?
"Yes, I'm afraid they
were. As It was a number
of fans had to be carried
out unconscious and
many more were nearly
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crushed."

Were you frightened?

"No, not frightened, but
we were a little alarmed.
We hadn't expected
anything like It. Never-

theless, Japan was

definitely the highlight of
the whole tour. The

Japanese are so good at
organising things. "
How about the earlier
American leg of the tour?
"That was great too.
We w ere fairly confident
from what we'd heard
that we would go down
alright In the east and
midwest, but we were
warned not to expect too
much In the south and far
west, but the show in San
Fransisco, for instance,
was fantastic. " The American part of
the tour was Interrupted
by Illness, which has also
halted things in the more
distant past.

"Ah yes,"

"I

think

says Roger,

people were

saying to themselves
'there

go those

weeds

r

..,.-.4+

;ra

.

.

'

illness, Freddie was
having terrible trouble in
the States with his

throat. He had nodes and,
the doctors wanted him to
stop work for a month and
get them operated on. He
ignored them though and

Taylor_

surgery."

Having been away so
long Queen should now be
coming up with a new
single and album, but,
explains Roger, that can't
happen for a while.
"We shall be starting to
record the next album
-

around mld-June, but we
won't be able to finish it

all In one go, because we
have got, to go back to

SONGWORDS

'

SUGAR CANDY KISSES
SUNG BY MacEtKatieKissoon

Chorus:
Sugar candy kisses
Sugar honey love
Summer nights spent with you

'e

I

Are what I'm think in' of
Just sugar candy dreamt n'
I'm by the one I love
Y es, you're my sugar candy kind of guy
My sugar candy love
You showed me what love was like that summer night
Just you and me together till the mix ning light
Se can a on now
You swept me off my feet
My heart skipped a beat
When you held me close toyou
What else could I do
But fail in love with you

41

Wr

America. "
Why, surely the album's more Important?
'Well, the trouble is
that we spent an awful lot
of money on the last
American tour and now
we've been offered a good
deal to go back and tour
for about a month In
August. We really muét
do it to replenish our
funds. We simply can't
afford not to, so the album
won't be completed until

Oh honey, I'm soin love with you
Say we'll always be together
Tell me you love me too

J

'Y",`,

a11
ft

1

Roger
Meddows

.y,3'.t"

.

e.
Ray
~ -41 r
Fox-Cumming
managed to get through
dropping out again', but
talks to
don't think they realise without resorting to

júst how gruelling touring
can be. Actually we're all
pretty tough and everyone's all right now.
"Apart from Brian's

j"

J1'1 .'rt_yg
1

With your (Chorus)

l

after we get back. "
So that means It won't
be out until about
November.
"Well, If we're lucky It
might be October. "
How about a single. is
there any chance of one
before the album?
"No. I don't think so.
because we don't write

thought that Keep
Yourself Alive was a
I

much more commercial
song.

"I

think It

Is

probably

an advantage not to know
exactly what will sell,
because then you are nd
inhibited In your choice o,

a single.
as such.' In
"Quite honestly," says
America they're going to /Roger, "I've no 'Idea
put Keep Yourself Alive whether the next single
out again, because we
will be a melodic thing
weren't well-known when 'like Killer Queen or an out
it first came out there."
and - out rocker,
Do you think It's a good
although I've a feeling
idea?
there will be plenty of
"Hmm, I have my rockers on the next
doubts about it."
album."
As yet the group have
The new album will
next to no material ready definitely
for the next album. but Britain, be recorded la
although they
there are already Ideas
don't know yet which
floating around fora title studio they
will use. But
and for the sleeve design,
after all that
though Roger Is keeping and time globetrotting
spent iv
quiet about them.
. America In particular, de
Sheer Heart Attack's
still think or
title was chosen by Roger Queen
Britain as their base?
and he's anxious to come
up with something lust as
"Yes' says Roget
striking for the next lugubriously, "unfortu
nalely.'
album. "I hated the title
Why unfortunately?
of the second album,
"Because It's so depr
Queen 2, it was so
easing to come back'. I's
unimaginative. "
like to have stayed it
One of the peculiarities
Japan. You come bacl
of Queen Is that they do
here and find every
not appeal to one specific
thing's going wrong an. .
sector of buyers. Their
in the shops, people are et
fans range from early
rude."
fans
of
to
older
teenagers
Are you contemplatin) j
basically 'heavy' music.
joining the flood of tee
So, whereas most bands
with a clearly defined exiles then?
"No, al least not In th
market know pretty well
forseeable future."
before they release a
If Queen fans ar
single whether it's likely
getting alarmed abou
to be a hit or not, Queen
how long or short the ,
haven't a clue.
future'
"Apart from Killer "forseeabie
might be, rest assure
Queen," admits Roger,
"which was obviously that It will last out at lea, i
to the end of the year
catchy. I don't think of
our singles as being because once the nee
album is out. the gnu
comimmediately
mercial. For instance, will be touring her
when Seven Seas Of Rhye November / December out to prove that, con t
was a hit I was very
The Rollers or whateve
surprised. It was only.
else may
Queen sit
intended really id draw
rule
OK?
and
album
the
to
attention

singles

'

So tell me baby you're gonna stay that's all
We can't let a love like oursjust fade away

I

pray

So came on now

Sweep me off my feet

Make my heart skip a beet
Hold me close toyou
What else can do
I'm solo love with you.

y1

I
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DISCO TEX has
been down in Tequila country lately,
gassing 'em with his
new blue hairdo,
dancin' on and
getting everyone to
boogoo boogoo.

tOCh00
Sir Monti talks toa Dowd Hancock
After four hours and
three abortive attempts to

"It's

The Puerto Rican
queen -of non-stop
hipness is holed up say:
In Mexico City,
"HI baby, how's -It
which at around goin'? Listen -man, I'm
coming to
10,000 feet leaves definitely
England in September, so

call Mick Jagger and'
David Bowie and tell 'em
it's time to boogoo."
Pardon?

whole new thing

a

I'm dole,' full of audience

get in touch with Sir Montt
Rock III; after causing
the international operator

to resort to cursing, and
after a massive phone
bill, the man who likes to
get close to it had this to

most people a -little
short of breath.
With Tex it was
hardly noticeable.

response. I tell ya It's
Ume to boogoo boogoo.
'

Yeah, the incredible
Tex, self-confessed one-

time world's greatest
hairdresser, was back on

the line ready to prove
that no matter how far out
you can go he'll have to
back -track to meet you.
Reaching for the top
with his I Wanna Dance
Wit' Chao, Tex finally

came clean about who he
really was.
"O. K. dig. My real

name is Joseph Montenez
Jnr. but my stage name Is
Sir Monti Rock 111. In the
revue with the Sex-OLettes I'm Disco Tex.
Now doyou dig?
"Honey, I've got even
more things going for me
now. You know, I got
more capes, more feathers and more Mopti Rock
111. Since Get Dancin' hit
I've been working in
Canada and here for a
month and in the summer

I'm touring the Stales
with Filth Dimension.
"By the time I get to
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admitted that Monti

might not like -it, and that
not many tracks feature
him alone.
He's now planning
another album, -without
what he calls '-"three
has beens."
"You know, baby, a lot
of jive's been pulled on
When

'trading

his

on

arrogance, Disco Tex Is at
his most lovable. He's
outrageous, at times

a

The man who reelure
that over a period of 111
years he's spent 85 per
cent of his money Oa
drugs, now cony drink* a
glass of wine ma In e

while.

The man who wag mat
dismissed as being wily
good for going to Bets
Midler openings n
looks set to take the lady
on at her own game.
Oh and he said Itagsh:
"Darling. don't forget b
tell everyone in England!
love 'em. "
So once again. He lot
you.

consciousness campy

manner became a televislon personality.
After a string of (lops he
was given the chance of
just one more single. If It
was hit he got an album to
do, ' U not
back to
hairdressing.
Get Dancin' got picked
up by the gay / black
market.
"I'm known for being

-

bisexual, but at the
moment I'm getting much

i

more into women."
His original Disco Tex
And The Sex-O-Lettes
revue was based on a
super fast dee-jay who
keeps spinning records

J

from the Fifties and
Sixties until he can't go

He has an album out
here In June- which has

01-607

Bob Crewe, who has
produced both hit singles
and the new album has

tacky, but every inch
star.

His break came In 1m9
when Johnny Carson
spotted the pink suited
hairdresser singing in a
New York club.
He got a seat on
Johnny's Tonight Show
panel and with his
controversial stream -of -

MART

allow up

leo new o
of su r
soul progrentveo0

As a top Bronx
hairdresser Joseph Moses
Montenez Jr. let such
notables as Natalie Wood
and Nancy Sinatra slip
through his hands.
"I've always been a
star," he freely admits.
"I had a big salon, but I
got bored. All the women
talking and all the chit

IN RECORD

- 1115 nace

and aens,
amens, Cal.
e Molde, Wood. f.,,
Ctemb4ke and many more
Fora lull Its, see bo
Pest
d Pet4y
m Mane WO

fro

"I'm the hottest thing,
I'm the Puerto Rican Don
Juan. "

any faster and collapses.
"I've put some changes
into the show," he says.
"Now It's the total energy
of insanity. It's gonna kill

ADVERTISE

b

lode,. Tomorrow ono Fo,
vm Aorkln Day
matt
ad

booeoo.

except me. As far as I'm
concerned they can drop'

dead."

singer."

TRANSPARENT RECORD

IMPORTED
SOUL SINGLES

England, things are goin'
to be so together darling,
You're not going to believe
what you see. Boogao,-

going down. I got fed up
so I thought I'd be a

RECORD & TAPE MAR
-

-

ya"

already hit the American
charts with a bullet
He Is featured on the
disc performing and
introducing guest artists
Freddie Cannon (remem.
ber Way Down Yonder In
New Orleans); Jerry
Corbetta of Sugarloaf
and, wow, Is MonU

-

angry!

"Don't write about

anyone else on that album

v,
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It's the nest

years of our lives GERMANY
C'TEVE HARLE+
CO CK
REBEL

A L NG
Scott and
GERMANY PLAYS a guitarist Andy
pretty Important role in bass player Steve Priest
the world of rock and roll, The hall lights are
after all It Is the third switched on immediately

largest record market In yet still the audience
encore for
the world. But there is demands a
ab out the another ten minutes,
also somethi
audiences over there.
really get off playing
They are extremely to "I4,000
peoplen", smiles
crlucwl, and a string of Andy happily after the
big hit recordsng In,no way show. Germany is really
means that you can sell good for Sweet, lt.instile
out a tour. You have to confidence into the band,
prove what you're
which they need because
yable of time after tlme.
this tour is the beginning
a world tour. They
of
For the last three years
done that much
Sweet were voted the haven't
year apart from the
number one band In this
the Run , single,
Fox
on
various German pop and naturally
they were
papers, but only in 'the
nervous about
extremely
past twelve months have
Turn It
After
all,
that.
they been taken seriously
had flopped last
as a rock band. It was Down
and
they
autumn
now
exactly a year ago, with were
trying with one of
the release of the album
their
own
compositions.
Sweet F.A.
that they
"We had no other
set out to prove they Could
play. In Germany the choice", said Brian.
kids listened, brought "Mike Chapman had
their older brothers along gone to the States and
to the shows and they too even though the other
were Impressed. Sweet choice I'm Committed is
F.A. now ranks along a great track It was
with
Bum
by Deep totally unsuitable as a
Purple as one of the best - single. We just had to
selling albums of the past come up with a song of our
own.
year In Germany.
We're also very
Sweet have just returned from their latest
tour there and, It was
their fifth and the best so
far. Their present stage
show Is no different from
the string of college gigs
they did over here just
before Christmas, apart
from a new split level
drum film,
Germans hadal' notough
heardth pleased
about the producthe numbers from their
you see, Desolaa
last album Desol atlon
Is
Boulevard played live Boulevard
album but IL lacks balls.
before.
It's just, not raunchy

ir

a

i

I

_

by Margot Sonnendecker

A SENSATIONAL NEW SINGLE

'Mr Raffles'
Sebastian'ovE)
EMI 2299

A BRAND NEW SINGLE FROM THE BEST SELLING ALBUM
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR LIVES', COUPLED WITH A UNIQUE
WE RECORDING OF THE LEGENDARY
'SEBASTIAN' RECORDED-IN ITS
ENTIRETY AT THE HAMMERSMITH

ODEON, LONDON ON MONDAY
14th APRIL 1975
THE BEST YEARS OF OUR UVES

EMC 3068

%CO..1444. IQ Mu.,Aeue,SYaw Lana, W l

In the Grugahalle in
Essen they blast off with
Heliralser , still one of
the group's own favourIles. There's no stopping
them. even though they
have to cope with some
manor technical probterns. Andy Scott can't
hear his guitar on stage

while he sings the
aecoustic
Starlight
audience
perfect.

1

Es

number Lady
but in the
the

sound

f{-

tlgoodon

enough and I think we
know now what sound we
want to achieve- "

Perfect

is

About the relationship
with their former songwriters Nicky Chinn and

Mike Chapman, Brian
has this to say' We're
not

enemies. In
Nicky was one of the fact
people to congratulatefirst
us
on the success of Fox
The Run. But now On
we
have the Courage and
confidence to do our own
material. Before, we
always retied on Mike

Nicky. We tried
writing our own songs but
we were not pushed
if
we didn't come up
with
something we always
knew that thev would."
scruffy green parka
It should be a hectic
Jackets recognise every
single number within see- 1975 for Sweet. First of all
they are going
The Grugahalle Is a big
place and even though the
show isn't quite sold out,
4,000 people have turned
up, all of them headsGuys with long hair and

and

-

onds,
to do a new
Sweet have really put a single and another afbo in
Is long overdue. They
lot of hard
work and have
thought Into their stage ,Far planned tours to the
East, Japan, Austraact.
runs very
and New Zealand and
smoothly, with lots of ha
have also been
light explosions and they
a concert in South
happenings on stage offered
They finish off brilliantly Africa where they are
incredibly
big. And of
with Blockbuster and
course,

It

this year they
Ballroom Blitz , staging want
to have a crack al
battle between the States.
Who doesn't'

a mock

ALSO AVAILABLE ON TAPE
EMI

the

11.

lb

T

s
YOU KNOCK on the

door.

A

all

T E

s

at
on the
familiar, Tramps fighter,
the morning appears
sleeve
.

figure pokes his before. The trade
head round, says marks
hello and invites you
in. A rather large
beer gut bulges out
behind an American
sweat shirt as the
owner rubs his eyes,
sighs and mutters
something about an

of an alcoholic evening are very
much In evidence.
Keith Moon Is back
In town.
A young lady's
familiar face scoots
off to make coffee.
It's the same lady as

COMPETITION WINNERS
David Pickard, Ashhouree Garth, Bradford,
RD2 4E A.
Went Yotts.
W. Clarke, Park Avenue, Park Estate,
Shiremoor,
Newcastle Upon Tyne.
K. Homer, Pooltown Road, Ellesmere Park,
Alex Henderson, Lbtdbarn Road, Penlloe,'Cheshire.
tlasdatr Cralk, Barton, Edinburgh, EH4 GHD.Glasgow,
Daniel Caplan, Olffnocr, Glasgow, Scotland.
Lesley Batchelor, HWrnorton, Rugby, Warwickshire.
Chris Roe. Eden Way, Beckenham, Kent.
Robin Hole, St Andrews Road, Henley .on-Thames.
Oxon. RO91PN.
-

Janet Yeomans, Woodborn Drive, Staketord,
Choppingtm, Northumberland
NE62 5ES.

Haden Donovan. Belle Vue, Wordaley, Stourbrldge,
Worrá. David Birch, Sandpit Lane, St Albans. Herb.
L. Webster, !Weida Vale, Landon W9.
Peter Trainor, Slade Green, Erlth, Kent.
Frederica .Anstey, Hyde Vale, Greenwhlch, SEID
SHW.

&

-

Robert Moseley, Manor Drive, Wembley, Middx.
Simon Porteous. Klbworth, Beauchamp, Leicester.
Robert Davies. Trial egar, Gwent, N P2 9JY.
Graham Millington, Roe Lane Estate, Sheffield -4,
BT.

847

Michael Blake, Harold Wood, Romford, Essex.
Michael Kehoe, Turnage Road, Dagenham, Essex.
James McAlpine, Pegswood, Morpeth, North-

umberland NEAR 6SZ.
Christopher Foreman, Mortimer Terrace, Highgate
Road, London NW5.
Brian Osborne, Blalrathol Road, Sheffield Sil 7GD.
Yorks.
Allan Abbey, Laburnum Avenue, Garden Village, HUH,
HU x SPE.
John Teeter, File Gardens, Wlncobank, Sheffield 89
IQA.
Steve Cappan, Chapelflelds Road, Acomb, Yorks.
Sue Banks, Crispe House, Carnegie St, London NI OUB.
Matthew Du gold, North*. ay , London NWl1.
Stuart Simpson, Park Road, Gloucester.
Chris Robson, Broad St, Carlisle, Cumbria.
W. P. Davey, Cunningham Road, Newport, Mon NPt
9GB.

Claude Genet, Widdenham Road. London N7 9SF.
C. W. F. James Barnport Road, Telgnmouth, Devon.
Ian Burns, Hated Court, Shetty Park, Swansea, Wales.
Batton Deakin, Sandford Ave, Church Stretton, Salop.
Vicki Allen, Parr, St. Helens, Merseyside.
Steve Merchant, Ellesmere Road, Shrewsbury. Belo p.
A. J. Bennetts, Rushton Road, Bolton, Lane.
Paul Turret', Boswell Road, Cowley, Oxford.
Jim Wilson, Wltton Road, Aston Manor, Birmingham
e.

N17.
J. Thomas, Pembury Road, Tottenham, London
Natalie Kolot, Yarnolds, Sburdingon, Cheltenham

GMs.

Stewart Cochraine, Ferndale View, Whinmoor, Leeds
1814 sBZ Yorks.
I. Chaplin, HLt'crest Road, London E17 4AP.
Essex
Andy Clayton, Skypeals Road, Woodford Green,
108 9NE.
1VE,
Wardle Place, Edinburgh
Susan Gear,
Scotland.

Kent
Keith Jeffries, Jenningtree Road, Slade Green,
DAA 2J R.
23.
Liverpool
M. Garcia, Reseal Road, Crosby,
'
lain May, Peniculk, Midlothian, Scotland.
Essex
Kevin Wright, Landon Road, Clacton - on Sea
CO Is 38U.
Tyne
Stephen Gray, leecineere Road, Sunderland,
and Wear, SRI 9DL
lain Barrie, Peniculk Road. Rodin, Scotland EH"
9LJ.
Paul McKee, Brltwroó Estate. Slough, Berks.
Jeffrey Lowsley, Garden Village, Hull Free Yorkshire.
-

Edward Blanchard. Lltherland, Uverpoos LAI BND.
Colin Adkins, Dorset Road, Merton SWI9.
Gary Halberd, Homertoh High Street, Hacrney
London E9
Barry Mandeville, Fleming Cottage y, Fleming Road,
London SE17

fleau, Brewery Lane. Forw'Isy, Merseyside.
Simon Burgess, Oarbett Road, Winnall, Winchester,
G.

llama 8023 NX.

It doesn't Moon promisee
us he will continue on his

of Moon's lat-

est adventure, his
solo album. Moon
contemplates the
closed curtains of

uniquely mad course.
He's been up to olent of

'

tricks since his return.

"I

light already.

Margo," he admits
after long deliberation.
"Now what did we have
eau

for dinner? Roast lamb_
and roast potatoes all
over the walls. Oliver
was the instigator of It. "

So

much for going dry.

Moon's humour Is
distinctly British but that

As soon as itwas known
that Moon was making a
rare re -appearance in
Britain everyone wanted

doesn't seem to annoy his
adopted America any.
"I get the same sort of
reaction there as I do
here. They're becoming
much more aware of
British humour than they
were. I mean we had a lot
of training In this country
with Monty Python and
the Goon show, Round
The Horn, ITMA. That
kind of zany comedy has
been part of our national
trade mark.
"But the Americans are
by their nature a bit more
staid, although the
British are supposed to
-have the reserve, which is
very true. But when they
let go of the reserve

you to know -he had
forsaken his near life
lone friend. alcohol, in
favour of a sober butlook
on the world.
"It's not very apparent
this morning is it,"`
bellows Moon rocking
back on the sofa In howls

of laughter. It was
obviously difficult for him
to make the decision,.
"Well I got bored with

drinking really,"
admits.

he

"I've drunk

enough brandy to re -fill
the Sargasso Sea. "
Moon's. visits to this
country are infrequent.
As an American resident
he is only allowed a
certain amount of time in

everything's just

"The Americans tend to
be much more predictable. If you cut.

through them they're

crammed in. Apart from
doing the usual round of
Interviews, there's various business matters to be
sorted out, including a
comedy show collaboration with John Peel's
producer John Walters,
and the recording of a
new album.
There's two or three
tracks laid down at the
moment', but Moon is
confident they'll finish it

pretty much all the same
all the way through. But
the F,nelishman

took me a couple of
weeks to relax into ,it
musically. I've been
away in another country
for nine months, but you
relax Into it, Jesus after
ten years.... "
And the album, 'as yet
untitled Is no concept.
package a la Tommy or
Quadrophenia. "It's a

straight album -with
of
tracks, an album
songs."
Moon explains that

there are none of his epics

- there's

this great psychedelic

before his expiry date.
"We'll have to."

"it

like

total lunacy underneath.

Britain each year, so
while he'.s over here
there's a lot to be

Actually It's quite a
long time since Moon
played with the Who. "It
was a bit strange the first
week or so," he explains,

painted Oliver

Reed's house with Chat-

the dimly lit room,
but convinces himself there's enough

featured: "which will

come as a great relief,"
he adds.

"We're doing backing
tracks at the moment
which will take some of
the pressure off Rodge
who is filming. That was
really unavoidable because the Liszt film ran
over. But we would have

been doing backing
tracks anyway so Roger
wouldn't have been
needed. I think though he
would Jlke to be more
involved than he Is at
present."
While he's over mere
Mooney will be looking up
old friends. "I've been

away for so long they're
all old," he jokes. 'It's

first time I've met the,
band in about a year
the

apart from

-

the premiere
(of Tommy) that is. But
that was so hectic I really
didn't get a chance to
speak to them. "
And by keeping out of
touch for so long there are

bound to be certain
rumours emerging from
various people that the
band are on the point of
soltUng.
"It's bound to happen."

admits. "Though
they're all totally unhe

founded We wouldn't
reamlly be. making
al-

and planning all
if it were

bu

sorts of tours
true.

individual commlttments,
but they come aver.
We've never cancelled
any Who projects for

anybody's solo venture.
All the solo work Is done
in periods when we've
had lay-offs, when -Peters
been writing or Roger's
been horse - riding or
working on Liszt All the
solo stuff Is separated
from Who work. "
Talking of solo work Mr
Moon, you have one down
Two Sides Of The
Moon, a solo album
and
one to go, the comedy
work with John Walters.

-

"I

started thinking

about doing an album
about two years ago, so
It was not exactly a burn-

ing ambition. I'd thought

by
-

Martin
Thorpe

about doing a comedy album, but this was fun,

great fun to do.
"I am just sorry ,that
people don't take It the
same way. Everybody
knows it's a first, they've

never heard me sing so
they buy It on spec. But
the sleeve design got an
award In America anyway,
And the comedy Idea
with John Walters?
"Well, we got together
after the BBC radio shows
I did a couple of years

Just through
working together over a
couple of months or so we
built up a good relation
ship. I like the stuff that
John writes so there was
some talk about doing
ago, and

something.

"Now we've got some
more time, there's some
stuff that was written
then and Johp's been
writing since. It is in the
árocess of being worked
out.
"Whether we do It on
this trip or the next I don't
know. I'd like to do It now,
get an old BBC studio and
wind 1t up. work In there
for a week or so."

If this particular

project does come off or if

lunatic underneath the
bowler hat."
So is Mr Moon trying to
educate the Americans
Into the English way of
humour?
"No. it's an unconscious thing. I don't
really try to, 'bring the
message. to the people,'
it's just something I do. A
lot of people say, well why
do you fool around? I
don't know why, I Just do
It, I don't think or analyse
why l do It.
But though he doesn't
think about what he says
or does, he still comes out
with some gems. When
asked once If he was
afraid of growing old,
Moon replied "not as long
as I can get a wheel -chair
down

the

steps

of

the

Whiskey (A Go Go)". So

does that still hold?
"Yeah, I'll go along
with that. "
Will tt be on the

National Health?
"Yeah, I'm not proud.

"

IDAVID
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Compiled by Eamonn Percival

ITARS
INSTRUMENT
ROUND -UP

STAR

TALK

MIKE IIERON

THE FIRST good guitar I

TWO OF the most popular
models In the Yamaha
the FG110 and
range

-

F0160

-

guitar with

didn't have

Gibson, I

very strong.
I hüd that until Igot my
Martin D41, which is now
my favourite guitar. On
stage, I use Harmony
Opus guitars which are

the luxury model of the
Harmony range. I've got
two of those used in
conjunction with a Hlwatt

also included on these
models are Yamaha's

amp. They've 'both got
pickups fitted, and you
can mike them up but
you're really dependant
on the guy who's doing the
mixing. Theresa volume

FG-110E

HÓHNER DO a wide
range of Inexpensive
electric guitars including
basses and six - strings.
The SG2S is a two - pickup
solid with double cutaways and features
volume and tone controls
with a three way toggle

exclusive aluminium

bone saddles designed to
dampen the noise coos.

mon to folk guitars
- equipped with an elec-

trical pickup. There's a
reinforced rod for instant
adjustment to the neck,
and inlaid position mark
ern and side dot..

switch. The bridge and
neck are adjustable as
The FO110E has a'. are both pickups.
The SG2000 is available
spruce top and maple
back and sides. The in red, blue or gold and
fingerboard, is rosewood features two adjustable
and light gauge strings pickups, two separate
are filled as standard. volume and tone controls
The jumbo - sized FGIBOE together with a toggle
has n spruce top with switch. Again, it's a
sapele mahogany back double cutaway solid with
and sides and, again, adjustable bridge and
light gauge strings are. neck.
There's a Les Paul style
normally fitted. The
FGIIOE retails for Eel. 3b, guitar (LP200G) ,which
includes two volume
and the FOIeOE costs £70.

control, which, when

turned up, gives you a
hard biting, tone, and as
you turn the knob down,
you get back to an
acoustic guitar sound.
I;'s probably the best
setup I've used. You can
controls, two tonecontrols
and a selector switch. It's
finished In jet black with
gold fittings. It's also
available with chrome
fittings (i.S200C), or with
a sunburst finish and
chrome parts (IS200YS).
The TF200N is a

Telecaster style guitar
featuring two pickups,

separate volume and tone

controls, three way
switch and an adjustable
neck. Like the standard

Dear gammon,
I've always been a great fan of the
late Jim' Hendrix. Do you know how
he got those amazing sounds from
lust a Fender Stratocaster? Did he
ever use any other guitars? And how
did he make his guitar "talk"?
Doug Christie, Chiswick.
Jim) used various devices Including

gpITARISTS! it
Ask your local
Must Store for
there famous

Guitars...

fuzz boxes, wah wah pedals and
octave dividers to conjure up many
weird and wonderful -effects, but

PALM

rail Western

mr,ess

s

developed a

because the tone was not

tonal
quality of the Instrument-

fsk,hesten
Electra Casa..

t

,

hard plucking style

destroying the

OC15U\DI

great

1

problem to mike up but
Yamaha seem to have
overcome this by the
addition of electric pickups. The dmlgners hove
experimented with thousands of positions to drill
the necessary holes for
the pickups. controls and
jack socket Obviously,
It's possible to, ruin the
tone of an acoustic guitar
by drilling holes in the
body but they've man.
aged to do it without

ZENTi7

a

amounl"of tone. I used
that on the first String
Band album then got a
guitar built for me. by
John Bailey, which'was
an Interesting little box.
Having used the small

using them. Acoustic
guitars are always a

Clem. marls

heart

a

shaped hole which was
really nice to play, but

-suable with pickups,
volume and tone controls.
They're rapidly increasing in popularity notably
in Ireland where many of
the Mow bands are now

Cinc oaek

i

had was a little Gibson

are now

It's finished in
blonde.
Similar, in appearance
to a Stratocaster, the
ST300 is available In
Tele,

CLASSICFOLRJUMBOSSOLIDS

walking to the front of the
stage with your back to
the amp and then turning

sunburst or blonde and
incorporates three pick
ups, toggle switch. separate volume and tone

controls. tremelo unit,
laminated fingerboard
adjustable.

and

the volume control up
when you're out of range
from the amplifier.
As well as that. I use an
electric solid Guild on

stage through a Fender

Twin Reverb. It's actually a stereo model, but I've
had it changed as I'm not
really a lead guitarist. I
mainly stick to rhythm

and a reinforced neck.
The bridge saddles are

.individual

fully

_

GUITAR LETTERS
..

Write to guitar letters, Record
basically he just used a right
'Mirror. Spotlight house,
handed Strat although he was left handed. He occasionally played a
1 Benwell Road, London, N77AX.
Gibson Flying Arrow, but usually
stuck to the Stratocaster.
As for the "talking" effect
these guitars?
about seem to have one.
I'd make an educated
Gordon Blackwell, Are they a good thing to
guess by saying It was a
have?,
-On -Trent
mixture of his -own Write to: Stoke
Kemble Plano Roger .Wilkinson, Newexpellent technique and a
and Organ Co. Ltd.,.
castle.
ah-wah pedal.
Mount Avenue, Bletchley, As the name suggests, a
Milton Keynes.
selector switch actually
Dear Eammon,
selects dlferknt tonal on
your guitar. On a twin
Dear Eammon,
You mentioned Yamaha guitars recently.
What does a selector pickup guitar for inWhere can I write to for a
switch on a guitar do? All stance, the switch would
the models you write
give you a combination of
catalogue or price list on

L

avoid feedback by
setting up and then

either pickup or both.
Usually the top position
brings the bass pickup
(the one nearest the
f rethoard) into operation,
the bottom position would
operate the treble or
bridge pickup, and ,the
middle position would
give you both together.
Dear Eammon,
I recently bought a set
of pitch pipes for tuning a
guitar. My problem is
that when I try to tune the
string up to the relative
note on the,pitch pipe, the

string

snaps before it
reaches the note. Can you
help?
John Chance, Southend.
Trying to tune the open
string a pitch pipe is a
very common mistake. In
actual fact, the note on the
pipe corresponds with the
note given by playing the
twelfth fret on the relative
string, le, an octave
above the open string.

t

J

MIKE HERON: not really a lead guitarist.
and swiftly
playing. I tend not to go Magic,
followed it up with
for people who are overtly January.
Dave Paton
more
have
soloists. I
Interrupted a recording
admiration for someone session
for their new
who's developed a style
to talk about
and feel which falla album
guitars.
together with the rest of
'darted out
actually
"I
why
I
That's
the group.
I
lead guitar
admire people like playing
335.
Townsend, Keith Richard mainly used a Gibson

-

I also had a l.es Paul
Deluxe.. which I'd been
striving to get for a long
time, but it was stolen
from me soon after.

who

Ronnie Wood
don't go overboard to
and

outdo anyone else.

BARRY MELTON (Coon'

"Anyway, Ian our
guitarist used to play in
the resident band at
Tiffanys in Edinburgh. It
was really good, regular

try loe and The Fish)
"I STARTED playing
guitar when I was about
six years old. It was just
a three
quarter slse
guitar which I kept until I

money and when I found

was nine when my hands

they needed a bass
player, Ian suggested
me. I'd never really felt
comfortable playing guitar, so when I took up
bass it was completely
different. I really love it
now
It's really great to
feel you're a driving force
behind a band. Also,
Tiffanys was a good place

got big enough for a full size guitar. Early 'on In
my career, I started
getting into the blues, and
got a Harmony Sovereign. The old blues
players used to use them.
When I was sixteen, I was
lucky enough to get hold'
of a Martin and later on a
Gibson .1100.
use an Ovation
acoustic with a pickup
now
they're a bit
expensive but come very
near to the true acoustic
sound although, in fact,
they're electric having a
fitted pickup. It's a great
guitar for overall flexibil-

"I

-

to get a decent musical
training, because we had
to play every kind of
music
not only Chart
songs but also waltzes,
bossa novas and things

-

-

like

that. In fact, I've
some songs
recently in a bossa nova

written
style.

ity.
"You can get

"I've also been learning classical guitar for a

a nice
clean acoustic tone at low
volume or a real dirty
electric sound when you
crank the level up. When
I played electric guitar, I
used a pre -CBS telecaster
and a Gibson SG.

couple of years. It's
really helpful for thinking
up bass parts. For
instance. I don't always
play the root note of the

-U

chords
the chord is C,
I might play E or
something else on the
bass. Bach was a great
one for doing that
his

"My early Influences
were people like Robert
Johnson and Gary Davis
all the old blues men.
Later on, I listened to a lot

-

DAVE PATON (P1l,it)
PILOT first made the

charts last year with

tines are

Inventive.

so

"Anyway, nowt mainly

use

a

Rickenbacker

Stereo Bass. I've wanted
one for a long time and

"If anyone is

interested
in learning to play In a
blues style, I'd suggest
checking out old records
by Muddy Waters and
B. B. King. This Is where
the modern blues style
developed from."

-

bass

of guitarists on the Weal
Coast. There's so many
good players around.

.

I'm really happy with It
If I had to give advice
about buying a bass, I'd
say don't go straight out
and buy an expensive
one, as you might change
your mind when the

enthusiasm wears off,

and It'll be shoved away
in a cupboard gathering

dust."

ove..
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'GUITARS
Buildingour
y
vocabulary
IF you have been

In last month's article

following thin series you
have progressed

we

had

a

look

at the

construction of major
beyond the strumming scales and played the
stage and made a start on
scales of C and G. We
finger style
picking found that the two scales
with the right hand. Your were identical In pattern
next step is to Increase but because they started
your chord vocabulary on different notes one.lot
and even H you haven't sounded higher In pitch
followed these articles than the other. C is a
you'd still want to do just different key to G and that
that.
brings us back again to
Now in this series we've tranaposltim.
should

avoided the "heavy"

approach by managing
with gate diagrams and

tablature Instead

of

reading music. We've
laid off theory In general
though we have hinted at

me or two aspects which
will be of help to you. We

mentioned "trans.

position" for example.
The word simply means
changing from one key
another. If we take a
Closer look at this we'll
develop an Interesting
way of Increasing chord
vocabulary.
For a start, look again
at a keyboard diagram on
which the alphabetical
names of the notes have
been marked:

o

-

s,

You may

wish to

Seven

note names

on

big white keys
C.D.E.F,G,A,B. In between you have seven
shorter notes which are
black in colour on the

keyboards. These have
been marked with two
musical symbols; the

"sharp" (two light

parallel

lines crossed

through with two heavy
lines) and the "flat"
which looks like a letter
"b". The sharp raises the
pitch of a note half a tone
and the flat lowers it half
a tone. Half a tone is one
fret on your guitar. You
can easily see that the
fUst short note in the
diagram can be called C
sharp or D flat. Depends
whether you are going up
or down!

,

Don't forget to strike
down with the thumb so
that you produce a nice
rich toné'on your bails
notes.

-0
-Q -O
C

Cr

trumpet At a later stage,
when you begin to make
your own arrangements,
you will find that the
guitar is happier in
certain keys than it Is in
others.
We've established the
fact that a major scale Is

1- first finger

clarinet, saxophone or

to a constant
pattern. Now the chords
we have been using to
date are built on notes
selected from the major
scale. It follows therefore
that these chords have a
common pattern. We
won't go into the theory of
chord construction at this
stage.
You have, to date.
tackled the Three Chord
Trick in the key of G and
you have done this by
strumming the chords.
Now let's have a look at
MI finger picking style.
We'll uae the same chords
G,C and D7. At this point
let use side-track by
saying that chords can be
written in different ways.
For example the chord of
GIs a combination of the
notes Ca,B and D. These
notes can be set down in

any order
"Inversions",

and the

as they are

..D1

.

you

rtn' playing simple
accompaniments. on the
guitar it is effective to
make use of keys which
have "open" bass notes

Oh, Lordy how they could

11/e

loin-

-/They'

-J

Swore to be true to each
er
stash
/
C
/ / /
/ ,/C
True as the stars a- I Bove he was her/
/
/ /
C
G
/ / / etc.

/

second finger

the

... F .... which

-

G

-

These are

chord

beginner. For this reason
we started our strumming
in the key of G.

start on accompanying These give a rich
yourself 'whilst singing, sonorous positive beat
whlatfng or humming and assist you by
"Frankle and Johnny".
avoiding the "strangled"
Frank fé and Johnny were I lov. ers
I
-

is .usually

a- third finger

play this

quickly encounter one

is not- easy for the

so

we

are going

to

transpose Frank le and
Johnny from our original
key, G, to the new key of
D.
Here are the D chords
in tablature and before
we begin lets make two
points. In non-Technical
language, D Is the "key
next door" toG and being
a near relation has
something In common.
Look at the chord of O in
this sequence in the new
key of D. It Is exactly the
same G chord as you
played in the key of G. So
you have only two new
chords to learn . . D
and Al. Another interesting point Is the
Inversion used for A7.
This is much more simple
than the finger twister
you'll find In many guitar

tutor books.

a

represent the first string.
The numbers show the
frets to finger. Right
hand fingering for the

m-

can

.

sequence in rhythm amke

side. The top line

marked.
p thumb

...

dead regular
.
no
"gasping" breaks when
you change chords. When

written in tablature.
For newcomers to this
serles tablature represents the six strings of the
gutter when the Instrument is laid on its

guitar

...

"four" time

Just to pencil you. In
about right hand fingering here Is the first chord,

G,

tutors. This ',Important You know the rest of the
because when you play an 'tune
and the words.
accompaniment, partialYour accompaniment con
tarty when It is to you own des on with the D7 chord
voice, you want to' keep and finishes on the G
the technical side as easy chord. Have a bash at it
as you can so that you can yourself!
concentrate on clean
Now in learningto la
Dlth
decent
the plano you start off in
tone.tin Thee
Thinge
s chord
r the the key of C because the
same
le
version
ecale is all on the white
you haveav learned and
notes so you have no
three note chordeasier
for
Iss'
sharps or flats to worry
again a Blue
thanC
about. Some writers of
the strum versibn.
Your next step is to guitars books also begin
this key of C and this
practise these' as .a with
Is not a good plan as you
routine;

GCD7 G.
Play this .routine In
four
strokes to the bar and
keep it in a slow steady
tempo until the rhythm Is

S

transpose for a number of
reasons. You may know
the chord accompaniment
to a given song yet find
that the key you have
chosen Is too high or too
low for the singer you
wish to accompany. So
you transpose to a more
suitable key. Again, you
may have to transpose
when accompanying a
wind instrument like the

built

the

called to music, are 13.1)
and C, or D,G and B.
Back to our three
chords which are given
below to tablature. The
Inversions are slightly
different to those used for
the Initial strumming.
You will find the bass
notes effective. The bass
notes have been written
just In front of the chords.

initial

letters of the Spanish
words for the fingers; pulgar, thumb; indicio,

uG

kl

Off you ' go then;

practice the sequence as
before in four time.
'

Why the "etc"? Why bass notes cause by
finish in mid-air? Be-- problems of,. left hand
cause I want you to
fingering in the early
develop your own ear. [stages. A useful key is D

DG AID

Foiur strokes on each
and keep the time steady.
When you have satisfied

Johnny in the new key Of
D. Before you start arty
accompaniment strike the
Key chord, In this caseD,
so that your ear is attuned
to the pitch.
One more point about
transposition. You can

change key by using a
capo which clamps across
the fingerboard behind
any fret and becomes
virtually a new top nut.
This shortens the sounding length of the string
and raises the pitch. In
the first sketch below you
have a gate diagram for
C, the first chord you
learned. In the next
diagram you have the
same shape but a capo
has been clamped at the
first fret as shown by the
arrows at the aide of the
fingerboard. What you
have done is to raise the
pitch -of the strings by half
a tone. Have a look at

your keyboard diagram
again and you will see
that the little sharp (or
flat) not above C fs G
sharp orA flat. The latter
Is

the one you are most

likely to encounter so
your new chord Is A flat.

mechanically trans-

posed.

yourself that you can
keep up a steady

,111

sequence without gaps m
the chord changes then
have a go at Frankle Sr

NMI

rhythmic four beat

>`MK

Illli

first finger;

medio,
second and anular, third.
This brief excursion into

the Spanish language la
not intended to clutter
your mind with the type of
useless information weal]
amass but It may make
sense of the

letters.

cryptic initial

deserve°

-60
-(
Ó

one

P3
A word about the G
chord in this sequence.
You will see that the cord
Is simple the second, third

and fourth
"Open",
.

strings.
that

You may have just become serious
about playing the guitar. You may
be a virtuoso. Or you may be any.
thing in between.
But one thing is certain You deserve more than a ten

is

without any left ' hand
fingering. To make the

bass note which precedes
the chord you simple put
the third finger lett hand
on the -third fret, string.
This makes a much more
simple / chord than the
version- you will find to

quid box.
Eko Acoustics are renowned for

.

their workmanship, true tone and

many elementary guitar

MAD AXEMAN COMPETITION
seems to be Mick Ronson, and others
I'D like to thank everyone who
who figured prominently In your
entered for our Mad Axeman
Competition last month. The - votes included Jeff Beck. Andy
Scott. Richle Biackmore, Eric
response was tremendous, and tt
Stewart, Alvin Lee and Big Jim
was very difficult to pick the winner
Sullivan. Once again, thanks to give
from so many excellent entries.
everyone who entered and we hope
However, we decided upon Terry
to run another competition next
Grover from Cranwich Road,
month to give the rest of you a
London N16. The lucky lad is 21
chance.
years old and Is Just starting to learn
By the way, details on the Mad
to play the guitar, so it should set
Axeman Guitar Kit can be obtained
him off on a good footing. Like many
from M. Hohner Ltd, 39/45
Others, Terry plumped for Jiml
Hendrix as his favourite guitarist.
Coldharbour Lane, London SE5
9NR.
The second most popular guitarist

value for money.
Standard or Jumbo, six or twelve
string. Have a look at Eko - it'll be
a step in the right direction.
From around £17 to £60.

41140.0.

32-3z

.r_°.`

^.iJ

CEW
...sounds great -at great
sounding prices!

Henri Selmer & Co.

Ltd, Wooipack Lane, Braintree, Essex CM7 6I

-,e
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by Giovanni Dadomo

soul gossip
DETROIT Spinners currently

In the
studios working on a new album. Lenny
N illlam Is no longer with Tower Of Power
no real surprise considering how keen
hr was to get bark to his studies when we
poke In him last. Surprise release from
Motown subsidiary Galee records Is six
feet retired ballet dancer Valentine's I Nan

-

It's the real thin

-

-

-

-

-

Album picks,l
.441EIt1CAN

1'SY:

American Gypsy-

-

r-

BLACKBYRDS: Flying Start (Fantasy

I' Tim).
Kin', well rounded blend of melody, funk
and jazz from Donald Byrd's college boy
proteges on funk some instrumentals
mixed stills superbly sung ballads and
dancers. If you Ube Walking In Rhythm
and the intriguing jazz - funk Blends of
Keel or Donald Byrd himself then you owe
It.to yourself to cheek these guys out at the
earliest opportu ni ty.
-

G. D.

US soul singles
!

-

and

Thing are
Chris Amoo (lead vocals,
denim coat, jeans, shirt
and cap), Ray Lake
(falsetto, denim coat,
jeans, canary yellow t shirt) and Dave Smith
(second lead vocal, denim
shirt and jeans).
The Real Thing have a
new single out, Stone Cold
Love Affair which is one
of the most convincing

`
2
3
4

l3
s
3

s
9

le

(1) GET DOWN, GET DONN (Get
On The Floor) Joe Simon
(3) BAB1 THAT'S B.ACK.ATCH.A
Smokey Robinson
(b) SPIRIT OFTIIE BOOGIE Kool
The Gang
(41 BAD LUCK (Part I) Harold
Melvin & The Bluenotes
(3) WHAT tH 1 GONN4 DO Barry
White
(2) CHECK IT OUT Bobby
Womack
('1 LOVE WON'T LET MME WAIT
Major Harris
(10) ROLLING DOWN A MOUN
TAINSIDE Main Ingredient
THANK VOL BABY The

t

()

3tyllsttcs

(1

I WANT TO BE FREE Ohio
Players

.

"There's a load of
talent out there," says

f

Chris,

for very different reasons
we'll get around to later.
"I was an apprentice

carpenter for about

a

week but I'm a tailor's
cutter by trade."
"And I was at college,"
says Chris, "and I looked
down on these two
because they were both
working but they eventually dragged me down
to

"not just

in

Liverpool but as over.

v

their level!"

'Crime brought us

together
used

tó

- we

go out

mugging until we

realised we
could sing'

"Yeah,"

says

phere of humour In the
air, "you could say that it
was crime that brought us
we used to go
together
out mugging until we
realised we could sing!"

-

More laughter from the,

ensembled minitude
(that's like

a

WARMER
"But they just don't

Ray,

"warming to the atmos-

multitude

when there's only three of
them) and we get down lo
brasa tacks.

seem to see It through,"
he adds, explaining that
audiences tend to be far
wanner to an American

-

act
"and we've played
with a lot of American
groups but none of them
that were better than us.
"And what annoys
Is
that we're always Introduced as Liverpool's
`answer to one of this'll!)

u

that's as broad as a
docker's shoulders.
"We've been together

groups," says Dave.

three," Chris begins.

And now It's the
O'Jays," says Chris, "but
we really got fed up with

"When there were five of

us It was the Temptations,

The Four Tops when there
were fourof us . . . "

five years. on the road for

"We all grew up In the
same area and eventually
got together to form the
group. '
Originally, he explains.
there were five Real
Things. Then four. And

being introduced

"The fiveplece happened more

dates of late, having won

over not only the

because of

the presentation and
stage act." Dave adds.

HARMONIES
And then

" Chris continues.

"And then we realised

three could do what four
could do just as easily,"
Ray concludes.

"By the way,"
"our filth
versary was on
Fool's day," thus

adds
anni-

bring-

Liverpudlian laughter.

"When we started we

were into the old vocal
group sounds, The Impressions, songs like My
Girl, things with plenty of
harmonies." says Chris
returning to the group's
origins. He also mentions
the Drifters, but gets
picked up by Ray on that
one:

"No," says Ray, "don't
talk about the Drifters,"
thus provoking more
laughter
not as It turns
out because the group
don't like the Drifters, but

-

notoriously

HERE PI' is,-this week and
every week, the Wigan Casino
chart, compiled from record plays by
DJs at the Mecca of British soul.
None of these records, - however; are on
current, release. They áre either imported from
abroad or have been deleted and no longer
,
produced, and can only be found in specialist
record shops.
But who knows,the obscurity of today could_ well be the
chart hit of tomorrow.

April

ing, down, gales of

as

Liverpool's answer to the
Drifters '
As It turns out. the
group have been going
down excellently on live

now three.

Chris,
I

le

411

Real

each and every are of
them is -the not un -proud
owner of a Scouse accent

.

{

a

home town of Liverpool you see, hence
The

The group com-

prsltlons, It turns out,
came from Chris who
composes with hin brother Eddy, himself a singer
veteran Liverpool group

rived from their
perspiration.

far as it went."

The Chants.
Chris then plays a demo
tape of a couple of hisn
snnge, Cryin' Crydt a
Lucky Old Me, both of
them rather excellent
The puzzle of the
laughter created at the
mention of The Drifters is
finally solved when the
group venture into the
subject of the fate of
English Soul grouts:

bluedenim.
They've just ar-

the apologies

All of which, he adds,
were group compostt)ons
except Check It Out.
"Plastic Man was a
turntable hit and we even
did Top Of The Po
says Dave. "but that a air

and member of the

least they also came
breathless and togged head to toe in
about fifty yards of.

we
realised we could do the
vocals even better with a
four piece so we cut down

e.

aM Check It Out "

this occasion at

"

p

"Then we had Listen
Mr McGinty, Plastic Man

REAL Things come
in threes
and on

(BT4t lent).
A strange brew indeed, this first outing
from this Dutch based American six
piece. It's mainly written by the record's" Dutch arranger and producer, giving an
-unusual blend of funky West Coast Soul
and European pop rock. The best tracks
however, are those written by the band
themselves: l0,esa Miles and Inside Out
plus of course the group's soulful reinterpretation of lady Eleanor. A marred
but nonetheless interesting album, with
every indication that the band would do,a
singles cut In
is hole
bl better if given a bit more soul
England since whenever.
freedom.
And the surprise Is that
G. D.
-

Bell called Vicious
Circle," says Chris.
To

scoúsea'soul-a

Born This Way currently earning

overwhelming reactions In US. Rather
mare mainstream Motown cornea In the
shape of the first album from the latest
Suprenrs (tidy Birdsong, Mary Wilson
and Sherrie Payne
Fredº's staler)
pesl being sweetened and In our shops
soon. Onl soon also Is Millie Jackson's
follow-up to Caught Up
called Still
Caught tip of course. Following success of
'Me Slight Tamih are re-releasing the
album it w -a,, first featured on, Chameleon
plus a fresh single Don't Touch The
itainehlld of similar vintage. Watch out for
a country album from the great Bobby
(Old Blue") Bland. Out on the 30th
Smokey Robinsm's Backatcha, already a
major US hit and surely destined for a
similar fate hereabouts.

One learns, for example
that the group are no
newcomers to vinyl:
We had a single on

1
2

3
4

3
8
7
a

9
10

-

Going to A Go -Go
The Day My Heart Stood Still
Cracking Up Over You
Get Out
I'm Coming Home In The Morning
The Beet Thing For You Baby
On The Road To Ruin
It's All Over Me
Zola

Contact

D Mother In Law
13 All Of My Lae

It
17

Tommy Hunt
Tommy Hunt
Lou Pride

Gloria Parker
Earl Wright Orchestra
Otis Blackwell
King Errlson
Three Degrees
Flirtations

.Detroit Soul

.

Boo On Yon

The Sbarenettes
'OWe Jackson

Soul Fox Orchestra

Wonders Of Love

Salvation

..

Jaws Of love

I9 I Will Always Love You
19 I Love My Baby
Loneliness

Help Yourself

At

lilt

,

.

9anl Gents
Robert Thomas
Chuck Jones

Marble Heart

Sam Monrltrey

(ITO'

David Will

39

HIT TIPS

au.,

"Yeah," says Dave.

"They loved us up there,
they were roller-skating
like mad-"
Roller-skating?
Dave laughs again:

"It's just the way they
dance, it looks like they're
rollerskating burrito
great."

As the interview rolls to
close the passibility of a
late summer tour of the
States (where Stone Cold
Love Affair Is the first
dingle by a British group
on the 20th Century label
and drawing rave reviews from press and
deejays alike) followed
by vnslis lo Australia and
Japan is mentioned. The
Real Thing bite ecstaa

II Stringer Than Her Love
14
13

cynical

dlences of London's
Speakeasy but also such
hard core Northern Soul
venues as Blackpool
Mecca.

tically Into freshly
delivered buttes (you
can't get scouse In
London) and talk excitedly about the album
they'll be able to make if
the single la the smash

veryone concerned

thinks It will be. With
bit of luck they could be
enormous.

Jimmy James (Trojan,)
Tempree. (Max)

~courtesy Rus. W tnamnley

2.04
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You must hear Elvis' brand
new records.
His new single's called
11
'
"T -R-O -U -B -L -E'.' It's a real
y'
steamrollin' rocker in his best
-_ ".,i
a blue suede shoes tradition.
It7s featured on his new
`0
album "Today," too.
.
Listen to Elvis '75 style.
4'.\14.a
The King's never sounded
better.
d

-

°`'

`i-7.

k 11.1)

A BRAND NEW SINGLE:
"T R-O-U-BLE."
A BRAND NEW ALBUM:
"TODAY."

e
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Thirteenth UK tour, first gig, Leicester ... Thirteenth

I

iit

UK,

tour, first gig, Leicester

sti

(

rolling
over
THIS IS the thirteenth year that Status Quo
have been together as a band. Formed
originally at school in 1962 the band didn't turn
professional until 1966 when they were known

as the Spectors.

Their first success on the
Status Quo with Pictures
of Matchstick Men, which
reached number seven.
This was followed later
that year by Ice In The
Sun, a single which
reached number six.
Their debut album was

QUO'S ORIGINAL line-up with Bob Lynes on keyboards and Bob Young on harmonica. After 970
modification to line-up Francis Rossi, Rick Parfitt, John Coughlan and A/an Lancaster made up Quo,
though Young still plays occasionally on tour.
-

recording trait was In 1968 as
They returned in the wherever they play In
earlyseventies with a Britain
The De Montford Hall
new musical direction gig at Leicester was the
and a modified line-up. first on this celebratory
They played unpre- thirteenth tour and the
tentious straight rock band are going as strong
which held the ability to as ever.

1969.

Status Quotations

(PYe)
1999 Spare Parts (Pye)
1970 Ma Kelly's Greasy

Spoon (Pye)
1972 Dog Of Two Head

(Pye)

Picturesque Match-

stlkable Messages re-

leased In 1968, but this
marked the beginning of a
barren period for Quo
when they disappeared
from the limelight altogether.

from strength to strength
until in 1975 they are one 1968 Picturesque Match of the countries' most stlkable Messages (Pye)
successful outfits, draw- 1968 Pictures Of Matching a fanatical following stack Men (Marble Arch)
,

t

-

1972 20 Original Smash
appeal to both the singles'
Hits (Golden Hour)
market and the heavier
1972 Best Of (Pye)
STATUS QUO
album buyers. From then
1979 Golden Hour Of
on the band have grown ALBUM DISCOGRAPHY Statue Quo (Pye)

so.

1973 Piledriver (Vertigo)
1974 Hello (Vertigo)
1974 Quo (Vertigo)

1975

On

(Vertigo)

The

Level

#

Above, Rossi astride . . Below left Alan Lancaster
Rick Parfitt . . . Inset John Coughlan.
.

Below right

.

95,

L.14

. ,¡
IA,

a o

.
I

L!7.4

o

.f

;

Quo and the front five row stompers at Leicester.
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STEPS

TO
HEAVEN

HERE IS your chance to win a
free copy of Showaddywaddy's
new single, Three Steps To
Heaven. 'All you have to do is
answer the three questions
below and post off the coupon to
Showaddycomp, P.O. Box 195,
c/o Record Mirror, Spotlight

House, 1 Benwell Road,
Holloway, London, N7, as

quickly as possible. The first 50
correct entries to reach us will
be the winners. The editor's
decision will be final.
4

:

__

Zr F'1/rs`'.,-

-

ttie

SHOWADDYWADDY CONTEST

--

Who sang the original version of Three Steps to
Heaven
2. What is being commemorated in connection with the
singer of the original version?
3.
Is Three Steps To Heaven the first Rock 'n Roll
single released by Showeddyweddy?
Name
Address
1.
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might have sung
There's A Whole Lot
111 Losing hut as far
as some people are

tired of those who say
they are successor. to the
New Seekers.
These days, the group

are spending considerable time enlarging
what has been a basic 45
minute stage act and
have recently finished
their first album.
Of the album, Martine
says: "It has variety and
even some acappella

concerned there
isn't -not by the way

they've been dissecting this three

girl, three

guy

group.
Here it seems are
pop's smart, clean,

right

the wa'y through one
number
the Beatles
song She's Leaving
Home. We also do some

I

cherubic people

radiating the fresh
faced innocence of

Beach Boy hits and six of
the songs are brand

Yk:

-

new."

W

youth. And my, oh
my, it seems there's

Paul says with

make us

Maybe they should go
on stage swearing their
heads off, flinging to nigh'
and left empty bottles of
Southern Comfort and
generally reeking.
As It happens they don't
choose to follow such a life
style. They prefer to look
good, smell good, get
a

smile:

Here they go again

visually

dub circuit.

by Tony Jasper
On the day I was with

Guys

Sr

Dolls, they were

busily making them-

selves look smart. They
say they've too much
work on their plate to

worry unduly about
critical voices.

Martine, in - between
making sure her make -

up would stand hot
camera lights, had this to
say about the group's
present state.
"We're so busy, a day
off every 197 you might
say! Time moves so fast.
we get little time to
reflect. I suppose we
could find ourselves with

failure. I mean, our new

endless clubs and

met

record

with tremendous re-

we'll wait until that

larly encouraged by the

Here It tonnes
Again might flop, but

happens - if it should."
Martine does have
though. the confidence
that the past weeks have
put behind her and the
group. They have toured

sponse. They're particu-

number of young people
finding their act and
music pleasing.
She says, "They've
even turned up in our
black and white colours.

It surprised

Paul share. Martine',
current happiness. He
see, Guys & Dolls well on
the way towdrds

10.

r.Fi.e.,sa.:. L.m. w a tfs

regular

though not
surprisingly the group
success,

have become slightly

"FOLLOW MEE4
FROM HER CURRENT ALBUM
'HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW"
EMC 3069
A150 Aoki_AB,E 7r. -ASE

us and really

made us happy. I think
we'll always have work."

A NEW SINGLE

.we

not
the Bay City

Rollers, but apart from
their undoubted following, I think. it's hard to
decide what people do like
these days, The Rollers
have image and kids
identify with them.
"1 don't know about us.
As Marine said, we've
been attracting some
young people and our
appeal Is far from just
being older people, who
by and large populate the

awful in that.

exciting act and make
plenty of good entertaining musk.
To be honest, I can't say
their first pop hit had me
jumping for joy. Nor can
I say their second chart
stab grabs me that
strongly, but I'll defend
their right to make music
and live the way they
want without having the
nuisance voices busily
finding something sour in
their essential honesty.

a

"All our activity may

something pretty

together

-

"I think there's roan
for all things and we
happen to be basically
smart and try to look
clean , cut I don't see we
could have It any other
way, it's us. "
And on they go with the
sang Martine calls "loves
ly and catchy" Here I Go,
Again. Hit number two
for those smart young
Guys & Dolls.
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On+/risot,

THE OSMONDS 'radio fight is on, and

a

London's Capital

Compiled by

I

Laurie

Radio expect to win
the first round.

1/% /c

i'i sraJ'Jrir

Henderson

The station's Hullaballoo slot for the

r!,

,

..

young promises an
exclusive FIRST in-

,

terview with the

boys on Sunday (25)

FOUR WEEKS NON
-STOP EARNS
TONY THE TITLE
WEEKS ago, 1
mentioned that Tony

albums at Gulliver.
discotheque Is loados..
Well, last Wednesday,

May 14, Tony turned off
his decks after 720 hours,
playing theca!
He was entered in the
Guinness Book of Records
as the world record holder

for non-stop singles
playing
208 hours

between March
1973. Stephen

13

and 21,

Williamson

of Australia set the record

for playing singles and
albums at 55.5 hours In
December, 1973, but a
week after Tony started
his latest marathon, the
record was raised to 630
hours by a DJ in
Denmark, so Tony went
on to beat that by 90
hours.

commence a week of
Osmond attention.

Hullaballoo

presenter, Maggie
Norden, said this

week: "We're

Radio Luxembourg
sponsored him, and

progress reports were
broadcast every night at
9.15 on 208. Mist/Arty-day
stint was also covered by
Capital, Radio London
and Thames TV.
Tony has been the
resident DJ at Gullivers
for over three years now.
As It all took place there.
Tony had to Include a
normal show betweeen
9.00 pm and 4.00 am
every night. I asked Tony
how he felt.
'Absolutely worn-out!
I'm glad it's over and I'm
now looking forward to
my bed and having a good
long sleep. It's definitely
my last marathon 'I'm
going to rest for about a
week and then start work
again here. I also want to
concentrate more on my
girl friend's career.

'

His girl friend Is
Patricia Eblgwaf, who

used to be a member of
the Flirtations and Is
now currently appearing
In The Black Mikado
an updated version of

-

Gilbert and Sullivan's

famous opera. Tony
manages Pat, and Is
presently negoUaUng a
record deal for her.
"As well as Pat coming

DJ PICK OF THE WEEK

-

Our disco top ten this week comes from Ron Orme, who is
the resident disc Jockey at the Foresters Arms in
Chesterfield. He operates a disco called Sounds Fantastic
and w orks there on Fridays, Saturdays and Mondays. He
uses S.A. I. Mark 5 decks powered by an S. A. I. Column
speakers with bass horns
He has over 1500 recors to choose from as he ploys a wide
range of music in the pub starting off with chart sounds and
then some oldies Later on in the evening, he features ha If- an
hour of slow records like The Rolling Stones' Move On and
Cliff Richard's The Nest Time.
1
Out dTime- Chris Farlowe
2
Locomotion- Little Eva
3
Let's Dance- Chris Monlez
4
Yesterday Mao-Chris Andrews
5 Slack IS Slack-Los Bravos
6
Pled Piper- CrispianSt Peters
7
Baby Love- The Supremes
8
9

10

Landslide-Tony Clark
Higher's Higher-Jackie Wilson
Hey Girl Don t Bother Me- The Tams

down here after her show
every night, people like
Cliff Richard. Hot Chocolate, The Drifters, and the
Tymes popped In to say
hello," he went on.
"I'd also like to thank
Dave Street of Soundout,
and all the DJs and staff
of Radio Luxembourg. I

started, I've lost a stone
and a half, and have
grown a beard!"
Tony has some very
good advice for would-be

'ribber of Gullivers for
providing the food during
my 't lle'. "

microphone, and this

DJs.

of the most
important things is good
equipment. It's advisable

"One

to have both treble and

mustn't forget Phil

bass controls

dangerous. You see, I'm
only allowed to sleep
while albums are playing,
and that averages about
twenty minutes at a time.
I wasn't allowed to use
tapes, and the content had
to be 50 per cent singles
and 50 per cent albums.

for your

should be separate from
the music sound system. I

also think that DJs
shouldn't shout, because

On the subject of food, I
wondered what Tony's
diet was. "I had steak
and salad every evening,
oysters during the day,
and tea and honey four
times a day. I also had a
medical check-up every
other day, as It can be

there's only one Rosko
and he's really the only
one who can get away
with it."
Throughout the mara-

thon, Tony used

.

comfortable. Since,!

M1

Meanwhile the

Beeb aim to blitz

Fogg get an airing,.

Dene, City's (Liverpool) Jock, will be
permanently on Capital staff, and meanwhile David Sym-

star in this week's OGWT
presentation at 8.10 on
Beeb 2. Carl Douglas
chooses his Top Twelve
and Alan Black presents
Clem Alford and Rennet.
sanee In Concert (24).
Nell Sedaka speaks and
plays in a special from 4-

(that very
underrated man
onds

now at Portsmouth)
has gathered Capital's Kevin Ward as
his sales and promo
lion man; Kevin also

y

phone

Sarah Ward is also

United and its manager
and, staff. The other
Manchester club, City,

played Piccadilly with
only former players, but
enough talent to take an Bvictory with them,
0
Stockport police felt the
backlash some days later
Arming 8 -2 -to Piccadilly.
Mind you 15 players,.

Including Mike Sum
merbee and Nobby

-

a presenter as one of
their guys is off to City
where John Henry is also
leaving to enter group
management in London, a
former Westward TV
researcher enters, stage

for

1

apply.

presenters,

As

well as Gerald

Harper and former

Capital man Topy Salisbury having a concern
In the Reading station
Kennett, hear that Tim
Rice is investing a hard
earned pound or two, Rise
one Tim.
Piccadilly's Roger Day
has decided to not only
work with the best, but to
(excuse the phrase) play
with the best, two lovely
one
and titled ladles
being Lady Jane WeUwill be duelling
elsly
around the Oulton Park
race circuit on May 29.
Everyone is racing on
May 26; Radio 1, BRMB,

-

rodio

TONY SANTOS- day two

of the marathon

-

Rice.
George Best was the
subject of an hour long

May (Theo) Robin Valk
(again) starts a Roxy
Music week. Included In
the feast is an exclusive

Interview with Brian
Ferry. Ferry nice!

The Official Story

Piccadilly, answering
varied questions from
love, food, hobbles to
football and hie relationship with Manchester

by

-

long 9.00. 10.00 airing ( 2
parts) and beginning 27

In the other week

on

David's list of

names there soon".
Metro Radio '(New:
castle) -is on the lookout

Chrysalis Record's

Radio Caroline-

1

KENNY EVERITT.'
well wishes

-

Tollertleld:

continued. Watch
for some more

material.

Flash Fearless V The
Zorg Women gets an hour

)

-former Capital,
BBC, Big "L" and
IBA man Russ

many to- be a
"dead area station"
is really going to be
impressive if the
professionalism, enthusiasm and care
already shown is.

BRMB's Robin Valk

Edmunds.
Not surprising that
figures out soon for
Capital will show a very
healthy picture for Roger
Scott (and not so hot for
the breakfast show???)

joining the band as
chief engineer is

'

Styles, on the station's
side to 11 -police Isn't

really gamesmanship.
Regrettable news as we
went to press last week
that Capital's genius ofthe air waves Kenny
Everett had been taken to
hospital suffering from an
overdose of sleeping pills.
I don't think any further
comment in this column Is
warranted, but I and I'm
sure all readers wish
Kenny well for the future.
A young guy by the name of Ian called a few
days ago with news that
he and others were
starting broadcasts in the
Manchester area, starting Whit Sunday and
every Sunday thereafter.
Radio Phoenix will be
broadcasting on 220
meters, 136714íz from 12
noon till 4 pm, comprising
four separate one hour
shows. So alternative

radio fans -In

the

Manchester area there's
all types of music for you
as of May 26.
" Radio Lux don't seem to
be very talkative these
days, maybe it's because
they are losing talent. As
we said some eeks ago
after Kid Jensen others
may be moving. Could

.Sad'O
Caroline
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.

hosts a special hour of
Free music from 8-9
Monday (26), which has
been specially requested
by listeners. who will
have the opportunity to
win a complete set of Free

6.15 on 26th: host is Noel

worked for Southern
TV at one time. Also

-

lunembourg

.

Dave Cherisdan?
Henry Gross and PFM

only, so don't bother to

rodio

mond records
for a whole week!

most Radio One
programme with Os -

victory be in sight for

month Graham

internal applications

lunembourg

I

.

Quickies

Radio

1

-iy

AS OF the end of the

-left,
Pinned on Beeb notice
board
vacancies for

1

oJ

t-

Warners signing

presenters '- the
station considered

days continuous

!

a

from her big tour in
the States and new

720

operation.
To finish with, I'm sure
"The worst thing was everyone
is with me in
the flashing lights in the wishing him hearty
evening. 'They tend .to congratulations and I'll
make your eyes really let the world record
burn. I found the most holder Toriy Santos have
difficult time of the day the
last word. "I'd likelo
was between 3 pm and 7 thank everyone
who was
pm. This is when I play involved in the marathon
mainly albums.
and all the people who
"In case anyone gets came to see me. I'd like
the wrong idea, I did have also to particularly thank
a shower once a day. It the security team of Dino,
was one of those pumping John and Tony who did a
not very great job of looking after
types

E

an appearance fresh

confirmed as one of

hours of playing the only
thing that went wrong
was a small bulb in one of
the flexlights. Not bad for
30

grabbing the boys as
soon as they get into
the country. "
On the same
programme (4.00 6.00 pm) Olivia
Newton John makes

a

Soundout Serles DI disco
console, In conjunction
with two Soundout DL3

cabinets. During

tt

One the Beeb boys

TWO

Santos was in the middle
of his attempt to break the
world record for non-stop
playing of singlen and

as

while over at Radio

Record, &
Shahesbury Avenue. London WI

'
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Wings

o

[

h

a

WINGS: Listen To
What The Man 'Said

e

rjJust what's
needed in these
troubled times, a

J.

because

happy, summery

v.
=

r

,

5

(RCA

has

so

talent

that

I

ARTHUR BROWN:
We've Gotta Get Out
Of This Place (Gull
GULS 13).
The

has every reason to feel
confident of getting a hit
with it.

BACHMAN-TURNER
OVERDRIVE: Hey
You (Mercury 6167

Animals' 173).

much

An

insult.

9

'

a

big

a

good- few

Old

JIMMY RUFFIN:

more

of the lyric than

Familiar Bachman -Turner er-,
ritory, but the
record isn't as

The song comes
from an album
by its composer,
Chris De Burgh,
love
dearly, and
which
the number is well -worth
I

covering

for' single

purposes.

That said,

denuded

the

-however, Bogart have
murdered it. They've

song

MARTHA

Gees

my fast -waning faith that
The Bee Gees will one

day return,to their sense37-

LOBO:- Don't Tell"Me

'Goodnight (Philips
6073 854).

9

REEVES:

I've Got To Use My

to

Imagination (MCA

practised what

it. Does anyone still share

vocal arrangment Is too
bitty, but they
just about get
away with it by threading
the whole thing together
via drums and guitars.
It's quite interesting but
not really singles material. Primarily designed,
one imagines, to draw
attention to their album
Nutz Too, from whence it
comes.

JIMMY RUFFIN.

it

from countless others.
Ruffin works hard to put
some excitement into it
with intermittent support
from a girl chorus to little
avail.
Dull and predictable.

It's years since
-

ment

ad -jingle

of

ZERO: Moonlight
(Arista 4),
This is not

the

any

touch
chart

Hé_y

Ya'II

BOY 881.
The

suffering

airplay but it is
going to need all it can

get

It is, to.be sure, a
beautiful record, equ-sitely made and particularly
superb late night listening, but it takes its time

Monkees

introducing

Martha's vocal perform-

from

any shortage of

could get away

strings contributions.

much headway
outside the context of the
album from which it is

enough

stand

We'-re Miami (Jayboy

based

around assorted
wobbles allied to
solid, unfussy drumming,
with supporting players
making fine brass and

make

but lacking

MIAMI:

arrange-

ance is very classy - in
fact, the whole .record
may just be too classy to.

Romantic, pretty)

chance.

190).

Clever

M

Et

The

soul number

distinguish

160).

.

(

Coming
A
AMS 7160).

Run-of-the-mill

2090

song's pathetic and it
could be anyone singing

NUTZ:. Changes

of -untold

with nothing to

-BEE- GEES: .Jive

Bee

been left alone long
t enough for it to give the
brothers a hit across the,
the
country át' this point in
time.

Give You All The
Love ,I've Got (Pol.
ydór 2068 586)'.

I

they are best at,
which is a shame because
their early hits still sound
as good today as when
they first appeared. This
is a weedy attempt to
make a fashionably laidback funky record and it's
as cliched
as my
description of - it.
The

a

delight.

a
piece of Dresden
china and, given enough
radio'exposure, should do
very nicely. Scoff if you
like, but prefer it to the
original. -

Ntito uptempo

disco hit certainty, but
maybe the song hasn't

coming out with
something that, will send
young and' old alike into

transports

16559).

treatment of the
Motown
classic and

all by

because his

the

K

one day perhaps the dear,

treatment of it is both
imaginative and pleasing.
An Elizabethan sounding
.intro sets the mood and
Miki sings it very sweetly.
It is ah pretty and delicate

9

Me In Your Arms
(Rock Me A LittleWhile)
(Warner Bros.

at this neatly
concocted piece
of schmaltz: young ones
will nod off in'boredom.
Thus, ,it's one for 'Harper
only, though
dear man will surprise us

DOOBIE

HE

BROTHERS: Take

Old heads will
nod approvingly

copies on most outings,
but he seldom makes the
With this old
charts.
Buddy .Holly number he
could do better than

Ta(kin' (RSO

T

Cricketer

Leaves The Crease
(Harvest HAR 5096).

as

WINGS: fresh as a daisy
Arthur's but that's really good as' it could be. 'It
irrelevant because Mr starts out well enough
Brown isn't, aiming to with the vocal sounding
compete be the same quite cute to English ears,
termi. He's set out to but the singer almost
make a dance record of It disappears under a welter
and has done a mighty of Instrumental overkill,
fine job, although, to my which doesn't deserve
mind, he allows his vocals such prominence because
to peak a little too early. -weave heard it all before
Still, its undoubtedly his anywal. Minor hit.
most commercial single BOGART: Sin City
offering since Fire and he (DJM DJS 379).

version of this,
years ago, made
sense

is no

hit certainly.

ROY HARPER: When

serious

thumb down,

usual,

1

would

stuff with lots of rhythmic
acrobatics and the
punchy production makes
the best of it, The only
trouble is that it is
scarcely a record of its
times and one can't help
feeling that if
Grame
wants a certain winner
he'll have to make some
concessions to what is
currently in vogue. Still,
hope it makes it.

though,

a

.

THE DOOBIE BROTHERS disco

Antony has
enough
following to shift

much

love- to
see him have a hit and, if
he gets Top Of The Pops
with this, he should get
one. It's not one of his
best songs melodically,
but it is good, spirited

than

A.' r

1

cy2Miki

GRAME GRACE:
Grace

Snow

MIKI 'ANTONY: True
Love Ways (Bradley's
BRAD 7514).

tantalising trailer for the
Wing,album, which

Mine

trailer

rather

therefore,

we expect next week.

Grame

good

The

new

You're

r
-101p"--.

glories in its own right.

more you play it the more
you come to love and
admire the way it's all put
together. One can't help
marvelling too, at how
easily Paul slips in his
elegant little hook line.
Lovely record, big hit and

2%3).

The

y

/

contender for .great

sounds quite a
modest offering, but the

this

I

;

Sno'w

Goose is by far the best
thing the group have ever
done and this is an
endearing snippet from it.
To be considered as a

sound, fresh as a daisy
with jaunty ,guhar parts,
skittish brass and a little
mellow cello to end up
with. McCartney's carefree vocal completes the
mood. On. first hearing

a

,--,

t

Goose flies on.
Book begat TV
play, begat album, begat single. Camel
have certainly benefited
by knuckling down to the
limits of a concept,

(EMI R6006).

b

,

completdly of its eerie
charm and put nothing
worthy in its place. It
emerges as a turgid
thumper with a,singularly
filghtful vocal:

The

k

r

kra.

,inkNA I.

CAMEL: Flight Of
The Snow Goose
(Decca FR 13581).

e
t,

1
r

len.54ji

I

Spreading summery

a

S

=\

1

themselves with
Hey Hey We're The
Monkees, but Miami with
Hey Ya'll We're Miami
cannot. It's supposed to
be good 'ol funky stuff
(grunts an' all). It honks.

about displaying its wares
and may prove too
leisurely to mike much
impression on the charts.
I wouldn't have a note of
it any different though.

taken.

JET: Nothing To Do
With Us (CBS 3317).

r
'nos-

I

This is basically
pretty dire, but I
can't help liking
rt.
The tune is
scarcely worthy of the
name, the ' hook unins-

pired, 'the grandiose
opening excruciatingly
pretentious and the

repeat
\

1
e

BACHMAN-TURNER OVERDRIVE: instrumental Overkill

lines totally

pointless. In full knowledge of all that and
without being able to pin
down any obvious saving
graces I do still like it and
if Jet can -find a few
thousand more people
with lapsed_ taste and no
shame they may just get
themselves &little hit.

HAROLD MELVIN
AND THE BLUE

pat)

Let Me Cry) (Rdute

Nttt=r,c1t11Nr

RT 06I.

'010010.3

Big disco hit in
the north and it's
quite easy to see

64350\\

why. It's perfect
115
for -all those cartwheeling.

plbWn
-

capers with a quiet red herring of an opening to
give an added kick to the
main concern. It is not,

Vim

¿-

s
7rpr

~
..

however, just another
convenient dance record;
in any context it's a great
single and more than
good enough to give
Harold and his chums a
nationwide hit.

GC\.58

4
RE'RE_,,[ff0l

NOTES: Get Out (And

1
Y
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(M, here I am thee. .
The Fate. Anything
you want M write abou
argot about or COOT
plates
)

fACE

London.

the

M.

for the one -word answers? I suggest that this
person be Castrated and
have his knees stapled to
the next issue of Record

Record,
record.

Mirror.
Furmetal, London.
Dear observant one

Right before we get down

nifty gritty of
reading your letters
congratulations are in
to the

order. The

about- here's

plate to lend It to Mall
your comments to The
Fact, Record & Pop
swop Mirror, Spotlight
Hanle, l Renwef Road,

nobody is quite sure who's
fault this Is so we've
blamed It on the Crlmbo
Band again.

~grata go to

Mr Tony Santos, reeldent
at Gulllver's night
.dub/discotheque. Ile has
jug( Completed 72e hours a new world record
playing records non-stop.
Sponsored by Radio
Luxembourg he has
achieved a remarkable
DJ

feat If you wish to

go

congratulate
bum I'm sure he'll be
down

and

pleased to see you. The
club Is situated In flown
Street, Mayfair.

Questions
Dear Face,
I have quite a few
questions to ask you. 1 Where did you sustain
that terrible scar (small
Indentation) above your
left eye? 2 - Who edits
your page and picks out
What Is
the letters? 3
your real name? I bet Its
Alistair or Cecil.
Brian Maguire, Belfast.
I
The -dent In my 'end
was sustained when I got
vicious and head butted a

goalpost.

2

-

Peter

Harvey or Sue Byrom
edits the page, I choose
the letters. 3 - Nigel

Ponsonby Snodgrass
Smythe. Next letter
please.

Smarm
Deeyer Fayse,
Whl arr peepul orlways
necking you and sayeing
that you are a creel
creep? Aye (Inc you hay a
grate sens of hoomore and
yore ree mares are verree
funnee. You allsew has a
gud tayst In mewsick,
yore graytest asset it knot

J

c.

face Is a pig, the face Is a
pig, the face Is a pig, the
face Is a pig, the face Is a

pig; the face Isis pig.
A

after that
oink.

Dear Front Of Head From
Forehead To Chin
Having just seen the
debacle of West Elam
giving a feeble and abject

exhibition of what

Anti-soul
Dear Pretty Face:
I must say I agree with
Gill and Liz about leaving
Northern Soul alone.
What the hell Is it
anyway? As far as I can
see Its a load of bloody
rubbish and those stupid
Northern Soul gets can
keep It. As for the

aforementioned twits,

they can go and put their
burns In butter because
their musical appreciation is obviously up their

1

nostrils.

Free Fan. Glasgow.

Gill and Lis If you comply

'I

with this billow's wishes
please don't ever Invite
anybody home to tea.
Sheesh.

tsl+s.'.a

I

80426

Porki

f1Ns

Dear Face.
The face

la a

pig, the

la

loosely termed football In
the Cup Final, we turned
to our RM as means of
consolation and with what
should we be confronted
but yet another collection
of letters completely
devoid of any Intelligence

styling themselves
your pathetically

on

Inane
replies. You must be a
West Ham supporter so
you know where you can

stick your hammer.
Pie & Mash, London.
Yeah I am A West Ham
supporter and If you don't
like reading my page why
the hell do you bother to
do so in the Brat place.
Pious hypocrite.

STAR
LETTER
Dear Face.
So another great British
rock star, Rod Stewart, la

forced to abandon his fans
and leave Britain to beat

the tax man. The
government are too
dependent on rich rock
stars. An a result we have

already lost such bands
as the Rolling Stones and
are on the verge of losing

Why, when they
rake -in millions from the
taxing of records, tickets,
instruments etc. do they
have to re -tax the earning
of these hard working
people? If this goes on not
only will us rock '0' roil
fans suffer but so will the
government. Are they
that stupid that they want
to destroy the greatest
industry this country has
ever had' So come on
Healey, think again.
T. curry, South Ocken-

Slade.

don.

It's all

a communist plot
don't you know, lo drive
all those infernal long
haired noise makers out
of the country. Serinusly
though I quite agree with
you. Perhaps Mr. Healey
would like o, write to row
and explain why. And to

you 12.

^..

cis.

Axeman
Dear Face,

e

Rotlurs. This prooves
that you arr a hlylee'

5,

No address.
say
there except

one can
Is

Footsee

liking the Bay Cltee

edkookated person, thank
guddness, aye thawt aye
woz thee calm won left
Anonymouse. Scotland.
Oh dear, what ever did
Shakespeare do wrong?

Bay City Rollers fan.

Not much

*

ARTHUR BROWN

"g
Bong
Dear Face,
Right then, own up.
Who on your staff of

highly Inflammable

young persons drew up
the Arthur Brown competition form, eh? Who
was the utter mongol who
left only a fraction of an
inch for the multiple word
answer and only enough
to squeeze In your name
whilst giving whole Unes

I am shocked to read
you like Free as I am A
Roller fan and wondered
what the hell a freak like
you Is doing writing for a
paper like RM. Anyway

regarding all your cxxnments about the Rollers
go to hell you bum or
you'll find an axe In your
head me day. Long live
Dig Dea.
Robert Walker, I Axe)
Finsbury.
And just what's wrong
being a Free fan. Pm
doing this column be.
Muse all you Rollers fans
are too illiterate to do it.

Right I've decided to run my own competition. How
would you like to be the proud owner of a Crlmbo Band
Tee Shirt, there are five to be won. All you have to dole
answer the four quesdons below and another four
which will appear in next weeks issue. Don't worry this
Isn't a can there really are fire Tee Shirts lo be won
although 1 mast warn you that the questions are not
that straightierwa rd.

I. What was particularly nuacabie about Long Jahn
Silver? (a) A wooden leg; (b) A wooden eye or (o) A
wooden

parrot

Which Is the odd one out? (a) Captain Beefheart;
Bay City Rollers or lc) Frank Zapper.
3. Is Farnnan Percival real?
4. Whatever Happened To The Likely Lade?
2.

I

b)
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intsalbuntsal
Elton's
beautiful
beautiful
album
ELTON JOHN: Captain- Fantastic

The

Brown

Dirt- Cowboy(DJM).

ntti:lbuns:d4
tia11uisalMm

e'
¡i.

lo strum

instantly

ru:

personalised.

successful

album. Well, in
essence they won't be let
down all the Doobies'
traits are there, though
one gets the feeling that a
lot of head scratching has
gone on to complete the
album. A few tracks
sound forced and padded
out
I
Cheat The

-

Hangman for instance,
with lots of time -filling

And

strings and
trations.
prefer

Tell

Me

contemporary sound that
mixes perfectly.
The
album is already being
hailed as an equaliser to
Yellow Brick Road, but
time will probably show it
to rank above even that.
Beautiful, beautiful album, that warrants every
penny of the 03.25 it's
going to cost in the shops
- for which you'll also
get a lyric book, a
scrapbook and a large
Poster. Order your copy
novel

S. B.

To Believe'.
stuff, y'a IL

Delicious

thing they never seem to
so. Fact is, there is'very
little to add to. the flash
guitarist's era and though
Bill lays down tracks here
that would have worried

most of the earlier heroes,
he's too late. Besides,
he's capable of so much
more. This outing goes.a
long way to prove what,
talent Nelson has .
and how much it is
.

misdirected.
PH

TONY ORLANDO &
DAWN: Prime Time

J!

SUZI QUATRO: Your
Mama Won'tLike Me

(RAK SRAK 514).

Suzi Quatro is thinking.
She's,thinking that those
stiff ace .chart rockers

known.
She's thinking that the
time has come to
change. And, she's well
on the way, more
raunchy, funky, and
thoughtful. The voice has
grown in versatility,
reaching out into new
fronts, doing contortions
have

got

her

SUZI QUATRO

Tony and his ladies
recently changed
record companies, and if
have

album

t h'a t

to

their first single

the

dis-

appointment will be only
temporary.
M7

BE

BOP

that

DELUXE:

they

did

so

successfully for so long.
-As this record is on their

Futurama (Harvest
SHSP 4045):

Events seem to have
overtaken Bill Nelson, a
man who at any .other
time would naturally have
become a true guitar
hero. He is one, anyway,
it's just that there' ain't
much -call for 'em these
days. Crescendic guitar
passages are' no,w
considered excessive and
for'this Pair of ears rightly

is

anything to go by, the
change is likely to result in
a more
sophisticated
sound, getting away from
the instant pop -sound

old label, you won't find
of the changes
All good glean
singalong fun
there's
Gimme A Good Old

'many
here;

Mammy

'

-

Song

for

band, and I'm sure a lot of

people will be quite
prepared to give it prime
time on the old turntable.
SB

SLY AND THE
FAMILY STONE:
High Energy (Epic

E

PC 22004).
It's refreshing 'that noone's trying to fbol you
that this is new..On the
outside of' the sleeve it

says: "This album
Contains previously
material" and
inside it says that all the
material is pre -Woodstock, although some has
never been released on
recorded

record before.

That's

really

all you need to
know. Recent Sly output
shows him past his best,
these tracks show him

before

it.

Weighing

everything up,.theré s not
much to choose between
the befores and afters,
the former being more
exciting, the latter better
produced, but before
contemplating purchase,
do please note that this is
a double album,
RF-C

DOOBIE

example, guaranteed' to TH.E
bring a smile to. ,'the - BROTHERS: Stampede (Warner Bros.
,saddest of faces
but
God, it don't half get
K 56094).
The Doobies would be
wearing after a while, all
pap and no sap) Still, no good in an identity
they're a, mucho popular parade. They only have

-

off satisfactory on

stage.

Anyway this

album is good, not great,
but keeping up with the
Doobies' tradition.

M7

THE

THREE

DEGREES: Take Good

Care Of Yoúrself
(Philadelphia- International PIR69137)

-

hu.

fi

TONY ORLANDO &DAWN

BE BOP DELUXE
sleeve is a good enough
reason - to go to your

nearest' music shop and
buy a copy.

JI

BACHMAN TURNER
OVERDRIVE: Four Wheel Drive (Mercu-

w

ry 9100012).
After Not Fragile

As long as the Three
comps another BTO
Degrees keep on, the
album to coincide with
Philly sound will live on.
their recent short UK
And, judging by this 'tour. Of 'course this Is
album there's no possible straight BTO, no frills
chance of the girls fading
stuff with a driving beat
into obscurity just yet.
making up steady, steady
Although this 'offering rock. Usual BTO formula
isn't.wildly scintillating it on most tracks, strident
reeks of professionalism,
guitar chords leading up
and there are some
to a climatic explosion of
crystalline songs that fall the title, a few rills and
into the easy listening back to the strident
mould which are ideal tor
chords. This15 heavy. No
a
little night music.
subtlety here, they really
Fayette, Sheila and drive it home. Hey You,
Valerie have penetrating their current single, is the
voices that blend together only track which relents in
nicely making an attrac- the onslaught to show a
tive = albeit sensual
bit blatant commercial
sound. There's a good
thought. It's very like
selection* of material You Ain't _Seen Nothing
courtesy of the legendary
Yet,* though that's
writers Gamble and Huff intentional.
Solid 8T0
plus a spiffing vocalised
fans won't be disversion of TSOP (The
appointed with this"`
Sound Of Philadelphia),
album; those looking for
and if you're really into significant progression
the little ladies, their will.
picture on the album
MT

SJS

.

n

IBeil 254).

appointed, but once
you've' listened

I

on

intricately arranged somepull

I

Dixie Down; and Reason

orches-

Personally

the boobies

record to live, their
recordings are always

-

arranged

so

this

-

When The Whistle Blows,
on the album, giving it a

is

After their

UK tour
recently there must be a
few people wafting for

m Elton's career. It also marks the tenth album
from
Elton and Bernie, an album that is intensely personal,
covering experiences they shared before they,suddenly
ELTON JOHN
discovered they'd captured a large part of the musical
world.
it
hasn't' approached
JOHN
R.
CASH:
As for the album, it can
Johnny Cash (CBS before. The only. thing
be summed
up very
which
lets down this
simply
superb. Any
80634).
'otherwise interesting and
criticism that has 'hungCountry and western
imaginative album is the
over from Canbou days
rhakes a pleasant change
production which still
has been more than
from hot -shot rock and
dispelled. Musically, top ten pop, and the retains a lot of that early
there's far greater inimitable Johnny Cash plasticity._ Perhaps next
time.round everything will
extension than before,
with his, leathery bel with instrumentation canto voice is more be spot on. There are two
singles on the album for
given
a
being
proper soothing than a rubdown
those who expect such
show -case and not just an
with horse oil. On this things
Your Mama
appendage of Elton's
album he sings of country
Won't Like Me; which
vocals. Nigel's drumming
blues, purty girls and
made
a minor dent -on the
is particularly good
,cocaine ladies all of which
charts, and I Bit 'off More
throughout, and it'll be
make a versatile album.
Than
Could Chew;
interesting to see the
Also included are The
which up until now has
changes that a new
Lady Came From Baltisunk without trace. If
drummer will make.
more; ,The Band's The
you're expecting 45 Crash
Gene Page, who arranged
Night They, Drove Old then you'll be dis-

also

ire

chord end

recognisable,

their, sound

In the light of the news that Deé Murray and Nigel.
Olsson have left the band and are heading for pastures
new, this album probably, marks the end of one phase

Philadelphia Freedom,

a

(SLY STONE
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HEN an
MUD ARE scheduled 10 play their first London concert
this year and you'd better Wee advantage of It
It's
not likely that they will play London again until
October. As well es the ordinary evening concert, the
band have agreed to play a special matinee show. The
afternoon concert will last 13 minutes and will Wee
place before an Invited audience of 1,000 children. All
of this takes plain on Thursday, May 22 at Lewisham
Town Hall.
STATUS QUO, Gaumont,
I
I
Southampton

-

May

MUSCLES, Tracey's,

Ipswich
JOHN MARTYN, Town
Hall, Birmingham

22

ALEX HARVEY BAND,
Capitol, Cardiff
DON

/

MCIJCAN

HATFIELD

LES-

LEY DUNCAN, Usher
Hall, Edinburgh,
ZZEBRA, Middlesex Pol-

&

THE

NORTH, Johnson Hall,
Yeovil
GIGGLES, Golden Lion,
Fulham

ytechnic

CHOPYN, Glamorgan

STACKRIDGE, Albert

Polytechnic

Hall, Nottingham
NUTZ, Lyceum, Strand

BOP DELUXE,
Winter Gardens, Clee.
BE.

WALLY, New College,

thorpes

Huddersfield

FBI, Kingston Polytech,nlc
MAN, Town Hall, BIrmingham
DR. FEELOOOD, City
Hall, Sheffield

UPP, Caledonian Hotel,
Watford

SONNY TERRY &
BROWNIE MOGHEE,
Winter

Pen-

Gardens,

zance

THE NEUTRONS, Mar- THE NEUTRON 8,
quee 90 Wardour Street, ' Swansea University
London Wl.
SNAFU, Waltham Forest
SASSAFRAS, New Col- Tehnlcal College
lege, Huddersfield
MIKE ABSALOM, Milton
Keynes College of Education, Bletchiey
May 24
MAN, Dome, Brighton
DR. FEELGOOD, Town LED ZEPPELIN, Ekrls
Court Stadium, London
Hall, Cheltenham
KEVIN COYNE, Leeds ALEX HARVEY BAND,
Odeon, Hammersmith
Polytechnic
SNAFU, Lyceum, London KINKS, Brunel Univer'
Gonzalez, Dingwalla, slty, Uxbridge
Camden Lock, London, DON McLEAN / LESLEY DUNCAN, City Hall,
NW1.
BYZANTIUM, Middlesex Sheffield
CHOPYN, City Hall, St
Polytechnic, Hendon
MUD, Lewisham Town Albans

S'

Catford SEO

JOHN'D. LOUDERMILK, Municipal Hall,

FRIDAY

University
JIMMY PAYNE, Civic

Hall, Rushey Green,

Coble
BE BOP DELUXE, Leeds

Hall, Bedworth
STATUS QUO, King's
Hall, Belle Vue, Manchester
STRANGE DAYS, Stackingford Liberal Club,
Works
MUSCLES, NCO Club,
Bentwater
SLACK ALICE, Barnet
College, Herta
JOHN MARTYN, Oxford
Polytechnic
NUTZ / SNAFU /

May 29

LED ZEPPELIN. Earl's
Court, London

ALEX HARVEY BAND,
Colston Hall, Bristol
DON McLEAN / LESLEY DUNCAN, City Hall,

111

Newcastle
CHOPYN, King Alfred's
College, Winchester
ALAN PRICE, New
Victoria Theatre, Londorf
-

BE BOP DELUXE,
Mayfair, Newcastle
POODLES, Camberwell
School of Art,

Ipswich

Your summer romance máy be as fleeting is the
season, but it's wonderful while it lasts. So you
always want to look and feel your best, your most
natural.
Don't let your.monthly period suppress your
femininity. After all, what could be more naturally
feminine than the menstrual cycle? And what better
protection to use than Tampax tampons.
eum
re n
"They're worn internally, so there's no
o Hct
chance for embarrassing odour to form. Their Heeew
smooth container -applicator makes insertion easy
and hygienic. Disposal of it is as simple as flushing
In all, Tanipax tampons help keep you feeling
fresh and feminine, natural and comfortable. Just

Scarborough

UPP, Newcastle Pol.

ARTHUR CONLEY,

Speakeasy, 48 Margaret
Street, London WI

MIKE ABSALOM,

lege of Technology, Luton

COSMIC LOVE, Tiffs.
ny's, Great Yarmouth

WHISPER,' Memorial
Hall, Barry

I

-

u

,

BOP DELUXE,

Greyhound, Croydon

JIMMY PAYNE, New

Theatre, Hull
STRANGE DAYS, Athdretone Club, Warks
A LB E RTOS,:B la ek
Swan, Sheffield
JOHN MARTYN, Fairfield Halls, Croydon
DR. FEELGOOD; Vlc'

ALEX CAMPBELL, Red
Lion, Barking
COSMIC LOVE, Kit Kat,
Hunatanton
MAN with JOHN CIPODLINA / BARRY MELTON / BAND CALLED O
/ FLYING ACES, Round house, Chalk Farm,
London NWI

I

rnE

beta Hails,'Hanley Stoke
AMAZING BLONDEL,
Theatre Royal, Lincoln
OTIS WAYOOOD BAND,
White Hart, W Wesden

THE KIDS,
Newark

1

Palace,

SASSAFRAS,

al

Mr.

George's, Coventry
MAN with JOHN CIPOU

e

LINA, Roundhouse,

Chalk Farm, London NW1

^

r

May 28
THE DRIFTERS, Golden
Garter, Manchester
DON McLEAN / LES-

-e-

LEY DUNCAN, Fairfield
Hall, Croydon
JOHN DANKWORTH /
CLEO LAINE / PETE

SAYERS, Waáendon
(open air concert, 3 pm)

THE KIDS, Wyvern Arta
Theatre, Swindon
MOON, Dingwalla, Camden lock, London NWl
CLANCY, Fishmongers
Arms, Wood Green,
:London N22
PURE CHANCE, Wyvern
Theatre, Swindon
CAMEL, Leicester Polytechnic
SONNY TERRY O

BROWNIE

McUKEE,

Half Moon, Putney
MAN with JOHN CIPOU
LINA / RAND CALLED O
/ BARRY MELTON /
FLYING ACES, Roundhouse, Chalk Farm,
London NWI
DECAMERON, Red grave Theatre, Farnham

I

I

I.IF
1.

May 27
ROY HARPER, Town
Hall, Birmingham
MUSCLES, M
George's, Cov entry
MIRE HERON'S REPUMOON, Hope & Anchor,
London N1
ham

CAMEL, Civic Hall,
Guildford
SONNY TERRY &

30

JACK BRUCE BAND,
Odeon, Birmingham.

BROWNIE MCGHEE, 100

May 30
BAY CITY ROLLERS,
Odeon. Hammersmith,

Street.

LES-

LEY DUNCAN, Royal
Albert Hall, London
MAN with JOHN CIPOU
ULNA, Top Rank, Cardiff

BOP

I

May 29
RICK WAKEMAN, Empire Pool. Wembley, May

Barbarella's, Btrming-

/

I

Festival Hall, London,

HEAVY METAL KIDS.

Oxford

I

ON

Marlow

London WI
DON McLEAN

,

LOUD
WAINWRIGHT, Royal

TATION, Playhouse.

Club,

1

ROY HARPER, Guild
Hall, Portsmouth, May 28
FRANK SINATRA, Royal Albert Hall, London,
May '29

r.

BE

the way you want to be.
Available in two absorbencies, Regular and
Super. In standard packets of 10 or the moneyYs'ing Economy 40's.

The in

Col.

BE

111011DAY

Theatre. Somerset
EDWIN STARK, Speak easy, 48 Margaret Street,
London WI

ytechntc
PARADISE, Mrs, Dud
ley
HUSTLER, Civic Hall,
Poynton

ILK, Kingeway, Cinema,
Newmarket
JIMMY RUFFIN, Fiesta,
Sheffield (one week)
GAS WORKS, Penthouse,
Scarborough

GREENSLADE, Corn

lege

WALLY, Penthouse,

Rock, Manchester
PFM, Victoria Palace,
London
JOHN D. LOUDERM-

Threatre, Worcester

SONNY TERRY A
BROWNIE McOHEE,
Norwich University
SASSAFRAS, Strode

Edinburgh University

LABI SIFFRE, White
Rock Pavilion, Hastings
DON McLEAN /.LESLEY DUNCAN, Hard

Gillingham, Dorset
BEES MAKE HONEY,

STACK RIDGE,

STACKRI DGE,

Court, Liverpool

DECAMERON, Swan

MOON, Bumbles, Widnes

GIGGLES, The Tavern,
Doncaster

OREENSLADE, Royal

George's, Coventry

Strathclyde University
UPP, Liverpool University
PARADISE, Essex University
FUMBLE, Plymouth Polytechnic
HUSTLER, Slough Col-

-

Court, London

GIGGLES. Red Lion,

NW1

KEVIN COYNE,' Hastings Pier
THE KINKS, Salford
University

23

LED ZEPPELIN, Earl's

THE NEUTRONS, Mr

UNICORN, Dingwalls,
Camden Lock, London

MUSCLES, Tracy's,

May

Stadium

Exchange, Cambridge

Dublin University MOON, Taardy Hotel,
North Wales
HEAVY METAL KIDS,
Town Hall, Sklpton

sunny

SHANGHAI, Liverpool

' Dublin University

STATUS QUO, Gaumont,
Southampton
BEES MAKE HONEY,

SUMMER ROMANCE

IDAY

HERE

i

DELUXE,

Junel

DONOV AN, Theatre Royal, Drury Lane, London,
June 1
DR. FEEL000D, Bar

bareUa'B, Birmingham,

Central Hall, Chatham
DECAMERON, Key
Theatre, Peterborough
EAST OF EDEN, Tiffany's, Bournemouth

June I

TAMMY WYNETTE /
BUGATI'I a MUMMER,
Apollo. Glasgow, June

2.

GOLDEN DAWN ENTERPRISES LIMITED
present at

protection more women trust

HAMMERSMITH PALAIS

el

MADE

ONLY

BY

TAMPAA

-

`t

JOEY DEE B THE I.N.C. BAND
From the USA

10*
7

Shepherds Rush Road. London W6
SUNDAY 15 JUNE 7.30 p.m, to midnight

O,

/

-

.

Soul at its supremest

RON SAVAGE

with he hors to blow you out of your mind on the

.,...

UNDID. HAVANT. HAMPSHIRE

V

.

WINGS OF FREEDOM .
Guest Compere, Alex PescalL Top DJ, Ricky Franks
Floor Show: L,censed Bar: Refreshments
Tickets: At the Door £7.60. In Advance
31.
From leading West Indian Hair Salons, Record Shops,
Theatre Booking Agencies, Hammersmith Palace
Booking Office and Trawl Agents.

fl.
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SCOOP!

avatlable

+R2P

/IíS,tnFC

GATSBY STYLE CAPS
ALL ONE SIZE

Gmeile

Charm,

a.ca. Man

Mee GnN

N.

nn

Cod. Man. Gar.
Remo
Caw ama,
Eel
%Me mad OaaamO Wo We

Acct. oars,

second

i

.

Cane

a
TIE DRAGON DESIGN

biSiC

BOUT wlGSTON

°

as womb,

Same

AND MANUFACTURING CO
sTNALS WORKS
CANAL STREET

i.art cola

'

red,w4ltre,b1u1Or

LE)CS

4#

,CORD BOMBER
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YOU MAY think Love, Peace, and Understanding are a
trifle demude these days, but Seals and Crofts breezed into
London with all the religious fervour of evangelists.
The singing song writing duo who are
big stars in the
States, move serene- ' 11

V.
n

Just like that

.

p
fi

Texan,

says:

-

Linda

have amassed over the
months, requesting that a
club be formed.
She's well qualified to
run the show. She has
been an Elton John fan
for four years, and could
-probably tell him more
about himself than he
knows. She has stood
outside the BBC recording studios and shops 'to
see him, and can take a
five hour wait in her
stride. She knows Heathrow like the back of her
hand from seeing him off
and welcoming him back
from trips, and follows the

their faith.

They reckon their

music la Inspirational and
point to the deluge of

letters

and comments
they get testifying.

"People say It's

changed their lives and
that's far more beneficial
to us than success or

income."

Nevertheless, apart
from the world-wide
success of Summer
Breeze (a big hit for the

-

rememIsley Brothers
ber?) the two are very big
business in the States.

Watford team every
Saturday to sit near blín.

Jim Capaldi of Traffic
Joe Walsh

Steve Hunter

-

new guitarist

'

Robert Wyatt
Be Bop De :luxe

and lots .more in

GET IT TODAY

The H^

-

May, W45

~be Road- 17x'fiolt'retllt'
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(Slog

Ticket To Ride

-Tha3reke

7

1b7iEATtkAGtI
v
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WANNA show you a trick, march. Take viz song In
my right band like that, march. Then, aah, I fake this
plastic in my left hand not like that
but like that.
plastic. Plastic - song. Plasticsong.
Song
Son plastic. Ven a few magic words, aaahhaahahhha.
Just Like That, my new single. Fankyotl very much.

t ~emu

! 1M.T+at,ok,d --

o

e
J
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A

wonder If It's
anything to do with

-

about to take

that South American
And talking of
ride
the Stones, aren't the
.

Eagles In line to support

their tour a, well as
Rear
iggy"
Bobby's got a big me,
Womack that is, If you
believe the publicity for
but
his new album
what about Valentino,
six foot ex - ballet
dancer, whose single I
Was Born This Way
(Pm Happy And I'm
Gay) is out on the Gates
label. courtesy of Tanda
Motown, of course . .
or
even
Reith
Moon,

aged

who

man-

appear at

to

Arthur Lee's London
concert without falling
over - though Arthur
himself nrde several
attempts

But the
John Cale concert was
just too outrageous
stabbing nurses and
getting covered In
.

.
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FOR MANY artists a gig at London's Royal Albert Hall
can be the pinnacle of their career. For Vicky
Leandros it was a hlghpoint of her "hobby".
You see Vicky, who got to the No. 2 slot In the British
charts with Come What May, a few years back, doesn't
want to be a careerist.
"I like singing, so I sing. I suppose It is rather a
hobby," she confesses, sipping champagne in an
exclusive little "bolt de nult" after the show.
Her "hobby" has made her one of Europe's biggest
stars,' and now she's hoping to break the American
market, and has a new album out later in the year
which she recorded In Nashville. The disc Is produced
by Brad Shapiro, who worked on Millie Jackson's
CaughtUp album.
Then, of course, there's the Carnegie Hall gig hi
September.
,
"But before that I'm having a two and a half month
holiday, probably flitting between Rome and the Greek
Islands," she says.

After which till be back to the hobby, for our poor
little rich Greek girt
now

boys and girls, in
troducing Up Of The
Week Dept
Vicky
Leandro, MUST take

...

the

first week's Corn-

ucopia Collossus award
for a chic but too smooth
after gig serenade in
we're not telling
where
And now for
the Osmonds
would

... ...

you believe they're

gonna be holed up In a
sheik's palace in Bel-

gravia? With:

video
cassette machines on
every floor, over 500
assette% to play, and of
mores full eight track
ht-li In every bedroom'.
as well as a double bank
Idmm projector, swim
wing -pool In the

basement, and a master
bedroom with 10.foot
wide bed plus two gold-

plated bathrooms for
him and her
by the
way, the Osmonds will

...

fly Stockholm Into

Gatwick In their private
jet, transfer to a British
Rail Pullman Car, and

arrive at Victoria
station

Saturday

on

afternoon, etc. etc . .
While rivals. Bay City
Rollers can't possibly
get much more mileage
out of Alan Long®IYs
sensitivity - bet he

stays

.

.

.

Finally,

whatever Hell, .sal to

George Osrrroed, bet It

wasn't
VOL.
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It

like that?

blood?
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loveable Disco Tex, was
only an adjoining room
away from his manager
. while up In LA it's
rumoured Rod Stewart
is forming a new band

.

K

7+I.

'

u>tw

1.1

le

Elton had got so used to
her face, and her former
employers so irked by her
continual absences, that
It seemed ,logical for her
to put her lifework into
practice as fan club
founder and secretary.
Membership will be fl
from John Reid Enterprises, 40 South Audley
Street, London Wi.
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MEANWHILE 113 Mextro,our Puerto Rican
Highness, the ultimately

Alice Cooper's
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al-

True Love Ways Peter; (. aren't
Are You itas Mt Love Trent
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7
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Moaarkey is faced with
the task of answering the
thousands of letters that

-
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a I3 Where

there is finally an Elton
John Fan Club. And 17

old

O
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AFTER FOUR years
-
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A FAN CLUB
year
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ELTON- GETS

have In social life. It's a
great media to express
concepts and thoughts. I
taints people hear something in the spirit of the
music that relates the
unification of the planet "
Heady stuff, true, but
for their fans It seems to
work. After each concert
they play to between
five and ten thousand
people in the States
hundreds stay behind to
listen to the duo preach

alticindsOfsverrytlhin,
t} Ye'Imv Kiser - ChrLsot'

7
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Dash Crofts, a bejewelled and flamboyantly

barriers or prejudices we

=

sty

s

itoetitru = Trio Moods B9t_
Ht.P01i11t Rb,mgBuv

3 95
e

-..s- g_c=1

dressed

-Gtr

sed Mrs", IOW)

1

,

believing in a doctrine of justice, love
and prayer.
EqThey are faithful F,L.I=..a!'( adherents of the
EDITED BY PETER HARVEY
Baha'1 movement
and spread the word They've been hailed as ' facelessness:
"We're
wherever they go, the new Simon and anti-stars. We're
con even backstage at Garfunkel, and probably stantly striving towards
breaking down barriers
their Ronnie Scott's are.
Crofts
tosses
It all away
between performers and
reception.
with typical devotional audience. "
"Music doesn't have the

-

Itdrk Hurra- Iúagh. ,t '..,'I
1:
Spirit inThe. Sty -Ntent.:aLt..
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ly through life,
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ALVIN STARDUST fan
club members please
register with branch,dub

LYRICS SET to mottle by

-

profess tonal composer.
10 Kew Bridge Court,
London. W4.

Kent. Enclosing sae Non
members enquiries wel-

comed.

Branch,

ATTENTION LYRIC

WRITERS! Make most of

19

Pretoria House, Water.

your material. Details

headQase, Elith, Kent
MUSIC FANS Penfriends
Club, sae -10 Charlton
Road, Tetbury, Glos.

(sae) G lovers.

Street,

chick

Personal

area.

17,

seeks

Merseyside
genuine, Box

16 -18,

Number-254R

T new
o..

M
Aor

BEAUTIFUL 'GIRLS
from

all continents want!

Interesting correspondence, friendship, even
marriage Details and
sample photos free.

modw

s..TNw wRN ts 16/,sae's
wool ...aw1Ne rmnputw
nny ~mica

AN~

a

IeML

Roma

l,.wan VA El 137 OM

Hermes. Berlin,

Box

11,

11Ot60/ RN. Germany,

PHOTODATES,

YOU
choose Rota Jltmdreds.
S A.E.
for free detials
C.E.I. -(RM), 3 Manor
Road, Romford, Essex.
ARE YOU ADVENTUROUS: If so you can make
exciting new friends.
W rite S. L M. Climpu ter

stay, LONELY guy, Ti,
(c5se,X) seeks sincere

girl

(South East area)

21-26

for genuine
friendship. Photo If
To meet

Box Number

possible.

-

divorced,

31,

HONKY,
seeks coloured girl.
uurtyisln, divorce, kids.

Dating (RRM/3)

Snaps please.
Ealing -London area. Box
O.K.

- European Friendship
Sociey, Burnley,

Number 260R.
J.ACKIE, RETFORD, at

write to Alan. Mansfield.
D.M.H.C July
I

44.

TEENAGERS! PEN.

PALS anywhere
send
sae for free details.
Teenage Club, Falcon
House, Burnley.

-

Box Number 261R.
SWINDON GIRL (18)
seeks local boy. Box
Number 262R.

PENFRIENDS

at

AVAIL

ABLE, home and aboard.
S..A. E. to Pen Society,
114381

L

romantic

hear from

female over 18.
Photo essential - mine in
return 100 per cent
loving

I

Box

London)

South London guy.
3991819.

Number

LONELY BOY. 19, seeks
local girl (17-18) to 'meet
Number 268R.
LONELY GUY, 23, Seeks
girl 18-23 for friendship.
Photo please (Ipswich /

Felixstowe

Number 289R.
1

areal Box

-

016.

POSTAL
d

p'

FRIENDSHIP
Private inin -

CLUB.

trodudlons arranged by
past for all ages. Stamp
for details in confidence to
Miss Chidgey, 124 / A39
Keys Avenue,

NIL.

J ONE

LP's for sale. Please send
SAE 26 Rippon Drive,
Blaby, Lens.
SOUL SINGLES. 10 for
fi 00, 25 for 12.00.Biaby,26
Rippon Drive,

-

Bristol BS7

SCOTT for genuine
introduction. ' p

friends.

Lelos.

-

and

pool, L9 ORT.

LPS FROM

"Pat"

-

Avenue, Blackpool.

74, sae

-

/17 Western

RI

Road, Hove. Brighton.

-

PAUL RAVEN mint
condition, British and

Imports. Box Number

RECORDS BOUGHT,

- Ripon
Drive. Blaby, Leis.

1. rn.'.sd..a

nuts

PEN,RIENOs

TOR

SALE,

EDU$llpT am

,

26

-

SiUAT,ONS VACANT
SlRUMENIS FOR SALE

HUNTER

monthly magi,

com-

petitions, and many

-

special feature -i. SAE for
entry form.

COLOURED CONCERT
photographs of Gary
Glitter and the Glitter
Band. Your price paid.
Davld Johnson, 7 Bonnington Way, Blakelaw,
Newcastle Upon 'lyre.

-

-

-

GIRL PENFRIEND
wanted for boy o[

13. Box
Number 287R.
THREE DISC jockeys
seek female penfrfends,
27a Woodvlew,
Mike
EdwalttAt, Nottingham:

-

Mead
Wood
Green, London N.22.
63,,

RUSSELL

JOHN

BLANK CASSETTE
050- 29p, (Sll

TAPES-

-

36p, 0120

-

42p, p +

'482

l70"/A1

DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES
SOUNDS INCREDIBLE
DISCOTHEQUES

offshore

documentaries - with my
library you can make
your own. 140 hours plus
tape recorder. Unobtainable elsewhere., SAE
TFRA Box Number 231K.
CAROLINE BADGES 10p
each or 4 for 25p with an
sae to Michael Potter
(RM) 7, Broom Green,

RADIO AUDITION

[10.35; SROBP:S: 1 Jolle
£21.4: 4J [27: 15.1 L45 etc.
Call or catalogues sent.

01.888 975.5.

DISCOTHEQUES, ANY

TIME/ANYWHERE,
01-965 2826

Dereha m, Norfolk.

MEBO 2. Send 75p for
colourphoto in Rotterdam
63 Green Harbour.
oaks, Lancing, Sussex.

-

P
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E1RRA

Slrytre's (DJ Studios), 01-

d6

LES Featuring your own
name puts real sparkle
into your show. Wide

range available. Top

studio quality, los cost!
-Squire's
Tel. Jayne. Roger - Tel. Jayne, Roger,,,,,,
(DJ Studios), 01- Squire's (DJ Studios) 01722 8111.

722 8111.

NO.In 2

RELEASE DATE

including VAT.

Es Th. Top. slow Dowry Riau From TA. PA, Doodn,ehL
6

VMOUTH

Or send now for our mail order eal.dogue
193 KENTISH TOWN ROAD LONDON NW5

Dxo 01.50

Sall oat'

bridge. Surrey, Byfleet

Gravesend. DA12 4LP.
TEE SHIRTS. Specially

JINGLE SINGLES

HOME PARR AVENUE, PEVERILL

>I COME AND SEE US AT OUR GREAT NEW
MUSHROOM DISCO CENTRE

No

hidden extras, ready to
set up and go. HP
available. Light Fantastic Ltd., 5, The Broadway, New' Haw, Wey-

-

JUNE 1T75

PnbMee susotoS u,,md edleon E1lD Ins_ VAT ono
non Show sun..., Soul 5ourd, Nov, Rota... Co ntry Pen.
Soot, Tq

entertain'people and earn
money- Disco Console;
amplifier, speakers and
microphone from [217

Urinal Items printed your
designs for disco's, clubs,
groups. Personalised sin-

MADE JlNG

TAILOR

RADIO DJ COURSES
held weekly at our St
John's Wood Studio.
Don't miss your chance
with Commercial radio.

l,qh Sot

/7 SD

n',a

,,.

t. .r,6

e sat ON DISCO L,'.»tn,G

46285.

FALSTANDARD disco
unit t77.55. FAL super

printed for discos,

groups, clubs, promotions, advertising etc.
Send stamp for details
Multi Screen Services,
Southill Road, Chatham,
Kent.

disco unit f110.
speaker cabinets

-

£33.

100

ALL TIME FAvOURITE JINGLES
IOU' Tot OWaT IN, N NON

Disco

50

watt t55.

watt
S7h

Newham Conquest cabinets 1:37. 50. Above prices
plus 25 per cent VAT.
Mushroom Disco Centre,.
193 Kentish Town Road,

-
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451.0 DISC

TAMES

5119AETUIURT *011101. 106009 81

London N W 5.

LYRIC WRITERS re-

SAVE UP to

quired by recording

40 per

disco equipment

company. Details (sae)
Robert Noakes, 30 Sneyd
Hall Road. Bloxwlch,
Staffordshire.,

cent on

and

accessories. SAE for lists
Geoff. 20, Oak Avenue,
Newport, Salop.
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A

order form a advertisement rates
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'Roger Squire's 1975/6
DISCO CATALOGUE
.1 must loor erery /1a/

for.
.- to cover cost and

pages featuring over Soo of

he

1

blest disco products

...

AMPS SPEAKERS
MILS JINGLES JINGLE
MACHINES LIGHTSROWS
SOUND TO LIGHT UNiTS
MIXERS
SPOTS STROBES
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TAPES. Special rate for
DJs, only [8 per hour.
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ALL FEMALE Golden
Earring fans (16.19).` gles, SAE Chromallne
Box Ltd. 9 Slydar Strand,
Please write
Number 266R,

whether on the road. at a
gig or in your unattended
vehicle. Arranged In
association with Lloyds of
TeL Jayne.
London.

COVER for all your disco

4127,

Pytchley Road,
BUY

disco equipment
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range of professional equipment and records

Essex. Telephone Rom -

MUSIC MACHINE.
Three River, Essex, 3512.
JOHN RUSSELL. All

Kettering. NorthWHY
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We're something new.
Phone 01-800 6588 or 9134.
PSYCHOSOUND DISCOTHEQUES. 01-8882472
(Monday -Friday 9-51.

Cartiline, Mt -Amigo, London,_Luxemburg, al one
single only [1.10 (95p
members). RNI closedown EP ti, Caroline LP
True Story [3.90 SAE for
latest Hst, Peter Lepton,

SFR THE new home and
party Aloe° unit, only C76
complete at DDE. 31 The
Hale, Tottenham, London
N17. 01-809 6217. Also
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Newport, Gwent. i0l 4569, Rays Publications,
491 High Road. Ilford,
Essex
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Mobile Discos
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JINGLES FROM Radio
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GIRLS THROUGHOUT
Britain. Want to become
al ery ice. Send f
FREE CATOLOGUE
t a photographic model.
Write or call Saturday
see for yourself. DI

20p.
Mulpeter, 49
Grove Lane, Coulsdo n.
TOP to magnetle indicator boards complete
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Printing
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RONSON SPIDERS All
In ONE new style dub

Free Radio

DIANA' WORLD wanted,
Pay your price no matter
how much- Urgent.
Man, 20, Byron Street,
Mansfield.

send details

music publishing house.
11 St Albans' Avenue,
London W4.
SONGWRITING NAGA.
TONE, free from Inter.
national Songwriting Association (RM), New
Street, Limerick.
MUSIC TO LYRICS.
Marketing service.
SAE to Donovan Meher,
Excel House, Whltcombe
Street, Landon WC27ER.

club, c/o Maurice Dale. 20
SUneld Road. Wynmondham, Norfolk, NRIZ BAY..
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WRAPAROUND. JOY

Records Wanted
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Street, Quadrant, Brighton. Sussex, BM 3GJ.

MARDI

47

Egerton Park, Birken- KC AND THE SUNSHINE BAND. Fan
head, Merseyside.
to c/o Andy,
CHARTBUSTERSI 1954 / t Club. Write Road,.

thoughtfulness Details free.
Stamp to
Jane Scott, 3/RM North
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from 5p. large sae

45's for sale 58-74,Wynne,

with sincerity

pestle sex
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TWO GIRLS 18, in South
West would like to hear
from sincere young men.

records,

perfect for parties, Loe
1035, Summer Kisses
SAE for full range list.
JIM Reeves rare 1101, Also
mady artists on old 78
rpm. Sinatra 10LP.
Ba?day, 34 Nicolas Road,
Easton, Bristol 5.
1,000 SINGLES for sale
all types, also hundreds of

s.a.e. to W, F. E., 74
Park, London

EX TOP 30 records (1980 74) from 7%p. Nearly
2,000 titles and all major
stars. Send sae list.
82
Vandyke -Street, Liver-

RARE ELVIS

Elvis Presley Rocks,

Amhuret

Sussex.

Penfriends'

203

Essex.

t:NT! The best services
for Dating / Penfriends or
P.omance or Marriage.
Thousands of members
all ages. England, and
abroad for free details

-

available, sac
24
Southwalk, Middleton,

- Soul Time,
Clayhall Avenue, Word
BOp.

rXCITING! DIFFER-

send

01.

TAMLA MOTOWN, ATLANTIC rarerties SAE
Soul Time. 203 Clayhall
Avenue, Ilford, Essex.
GAY RECORD. Valentino. I was born this way.

Nottingham area. Box

r
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Records For Sole

2658.

George's,
Telford, Shropshire.
PASTBLASTERSI 2,000

Publications,
High
Road, Ilford, Essex.
URGENTLY REQUIRED. Girl friend for

immediately

answered
'

6R

CASH PAID for your
unwanted singles and
LP's. Send your list for
an Immediate cash offer.
Marsh, 363A, Kenton
Road, Kenton, Middlesex.
ALL YOUR unwanted 45s
and LPs purchased. Good
prices paid. Any quantity
but records must be In
good condition. Send sae
with lists for cash offer!
F. L. Moore Records,
167A Dunstable Road,
Luton, Beds-

Rays

your letter

sincere,

,A,

list, send large sae.
- Souiscene,
Stafford

2648-'

491

would like to

25,

male.

5p for

Street. St.

MODELS, PHOTOGRAPHERS. New
friends. It's all in
Messenger 25p.

Chorely, Lancs.

YOUNG ATTRACTIVE
i

109

Queen's Road, Reading,
PENFRIENDS AT home
and abroad, all ages,
send sae for free details.

SOUL, POP singles from

Regent
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choice, Value. and pe
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LENA 2AVRONI tan
LONELY GUY,

243

London,
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